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The Zündel Trials (1985 and 1988)  

On May 13, 1988, Ernst Zündel was sentenced by Judge 
Ronald Thomas of the District Court of Ontario, in 
Toronto, to nine months in prison for having distributed a 
Revisionist booklet that is now 14 years old: Did Six 

Million Really Die? 
Ernst Zündel lives in Toronto where, up until a few years 
ago, he worked as a graphic artist and advertising man. 

He is now 49 years old. A native of Germany, he has 
kept his German citizenship. His life has known serious 
upsets from the day when, in about 1981, he began to 
distribute Did Six Million Really Die?, a Revisionist 
booklet by Richard Harwood. The booklet was first 
published in 1974 in Great Britain where, a year later, it 
was the focus of a lengthy controversy in the literary 

journal Books and Bookmen. At the instigation of the 
Jewish community of South Africa, it was later banned in 
that country. 
In Canada, during an earlier trial in 1985, Zündel had 

been sentenced to 15 months in prison. That sentence 
was thrown out in 1987. A new trial began on January 

18, 1988. I participated in the preparations for it and in 
the unfolding of those judicial proceedings. I devoted 
thousands of hours to the defense of Ernst Zündel. 

François Duprat: A Precursor 
In 1967, François Duprat published an article on "The 
Mystery of the Gas Chambers" (Défense de l'Occident, 
June 1967, pp. 30-33). He later became interested in the 

Harwood booklet and became actively involved in its 
distribution. On March 18, 1978, he was killed by 
assassins armed with weapons too complex not to belong 
to an intelligence service. Responsibility for the 
assassination was claimed by a "Remembrance 
Commando" and by a "Jewish Revolutionary Group" (Le 

Monde, March 23, 1978, p. 7). Patrice Chairoff had 

published Duprat's home address in the Dossier Néo-
Nazisme. He justified the assassination in the pages of Le 
Monde (April 26, 1978, p. 9) by citing the victim's 

Revisionism: "François Duprat is responsible. There are 

some responsibilities that kill." In Le Droit de vivre, the 
publication of the LICRA (International League Against 

Racism and Anti-Semitism), Jean Pierre-Bloch expressed 
an ambiguous position: he criticized the crime but, at the 
same time, he let it be understood that he had no pity 
for those who, inspired by the victim, would start out on 
the Revisionist path (Le Monde, May 7-8, 1978). 

Pierre Viansson-Ponté 
Eight months before Duprat's assassination, journalist 
Pierre Viansson-Ponté had launched a virulent attack 
against the Harwood pamphlet. His chronicle was 
entitled: "Le Mensonge" (The Lie), (Le Monde, July 17-
18, 1978, p. 13). It was reprinted with an approving 
commentary in Le Droit de vivre. Six months after the 

assassination, Viansson-Ponté took up the attack once 
more in "Le Mensonge" (suite) (The Lie-Continued) (Le 
Monde, September 34, 1978, p.9). He passed over the 

assassination of Duprat in silence, made public the 
names and home towns of three Revisionist readers, and 
called for legal repression against Revisionism. 

Sabina Citron Versus Ernst Zündel 
In 1984, Sabina Citron, head of the Holocaust 
Remembrance Association, stirred up violent 
demonstrations against Ernst Zündel in Canada. An 
attack was made on Zündel's home. The Canadian postal 
service, treating Revisionism the way it treats 
pornography, refused him all service and all right to 

receive mail. Zündel only recovered his postal rights after 
a year of judicial procedures. In the meantime, his 
business has failed. At the instigation of Sabina Citron, 
the Attorney General of Ontario filed a complaint against 
Zündel for publishing a "false statement, tale or news." 

The charge was based on the following reasoning: the 
defendant had abused his right to freedom of expression; 

by distributing the Harwood pamphlet, he was spreading 
information that he knew was false; in fact, he could not 
fail to be aware that the "genocide of the Jews" and the 
"gas chambers" were an established fact. Zündel was 
also charged with publishing an allegedly "false" letter, 
which he had written himself. 

The First Trial (1985) 
The first trial lasted seven weeks. The jury found Zündel 
not guilty regarding the letter he had himself written but 
guilty of distributing the Harwood booklet. He was 
sentenced by Judge Hugh Locke to 15 months in prison. 
The German consulate in Toronto confiscated his 

passport and the West German government prepared a 

deportation action against him. In Germany itself, West 
German authorities had already carried out a series of 
large-scale police raids on the houses of all his German 
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correspondents. In 1987, the United States forbade him 
entry to its territory. But in spite of all that, Zündel had 
won a media victory: day after day, for seven weeks, the 

entire English- speaking Canadian media covered the 
trial, with its spectacular revelations. The public learned 
that the Revisionists had first class documentation and 
arguments, while the exterminationists were in desperate 

straits. 
Their Expert: Raul Hilberg 

The prosecution expert in the first trial was Raul Hilberg, 
an American professor of Jewish descent and author of 
the standard reference work, The Destruction of the 
European Jews (1961), which Paul Rassinier discussed in 

Le Drame des Juifs européens (The Drama of the 
European Jews). Hilberg began his testimony by 
explaining, without interruption, his theory about the 
extermination of the Jews. He was then cross-examined 
by Zündel's lawyer, Douglas Christie, who was assisted 

by Keltie Zubko and myself. Right from the start it was 
clear that Hilberg, who was the world's leading authority 

on the Holocaust, had never examined a single 
concentration camp, not even Auschwitz. He had still not 
examined any camp in 1985 when he announced the 
imminent appearance of a new edition of his main work 
in three volumes, revised, corrected and augmented. 
Although he did visit Auschwitz in 1979 for a single day 
as part of a ceremonial appearance, he did not bother to 

examine either the buildings or the archives. In his entire 
life he has never seen a "gas chamber," either in its 
original condition or in ruins. (For a historian, even ruins 
can tell tales). On the stand he was forced to admit that 
there had never been a plan, a central organization, a 
budget or supervision for what he called the policy of the 

extermination of the Jews. He also had to admit that 
since 1945 the Allies have never carried out an expert 
study of "the weapon of the crime," that is to say of a 
homicidal gas chamber. No autopsy report has 
established that even one inmate was ever killed by 
poison gas. 
Hilberg said that Hitler gave orders for the extermination 

of the Jews, and that Himmler gave an order to halt the 
extermination on November 25, 1944 (such detail!). But 
Hilberg could not produce these orders. The defense 
asked him if he still maintained the existence of the 
Hitler orders in the new edition of his book. He dared to 
answer yes. He thereby lied and even committed perjury. 
In the new edition of his work (with a preface dated 

September 1984), Hilberg systematically deleted any 
mention of an order by Hitler. (In this regard, see the 
review by Christopher Browning, "The Revised Hilberg," 
Simon Wiesenthal Center Annual, 1986, p. 294). When 
he was asked by the defense to explain how the 
Germans had been able to carry out an undertaking as 

enormous as the extermination of millions of Jews 
without any kind of plan, without any central agency, 
without any blueprint or budget, Hilberg replied that in 
the various Nazi agencies there had been "an incredible 
meeting of minds, a consensus mind-reading by a far-
flung bureaucracy". 

Witness Arnold Friedman 

The prosecution counted on the testimony of "survivors." 
These "survivors" were chosen with care. They were 

supposed to testify that they had seen, with their own 
eyes, preparations for and the carrying out of homicidal 
gassings. Since the war, in a series of trials like those at 
Nuremberg (1945-1946), Jerusalem (1961), or Frankfurt 

(1963-65), such witnesses have never been lacking. 
However, as I have often noted, no lawyer for the 
defense had ever had the courage or the competence 

necessary to cross-examine these witnesses on the 
gassings themselves. 
For the first time, in Toronto in 1985, one lawyer, 
Douglas Christie, dared to ask for explanations. He did it 

with the help of topographical maps and building plans as 
well as scholarly documentation on both the properties of 
the gases supposedly used and also on the capacities for 
cremation, whether carried out in crematory ovens or on 
pyres. Not one of these witnesses stood the test, and 
especially not Arnold Friedman. Despairing of his case, 

he ended by confessing that he had indeed been at 
Auschwitz-Birkenau (where he never had to work except 
once, unloading potatoes), but that, as regards gassings, 
he had relied on what others had told him. 

Witness Rudolf Vrba 

Witness Rudolf Vrba was internationally known. A Slovak 
Jew imprisoned at Auschwitz and at Birkenau, he said 

that he had escaped from the camp in April 1944 with 
Fred Wetzler. After getting back to Slovakia, he dictated 
a report about Auschwitz and Birkenau, and on their 
crematories and "gas chambers". 
With help from Jewish organizations in Slovakia, Hungary 
and Switzerland, his report reached Washington, where it 
served as the basis for the U.S. Government's famous 

"War Refugee Board Report", published in November 
1944. Since then every Allied organization charged with 
the prosecution of "war crimes" and every Allied 
prosecutor in a trial of "war criminals" has had available 
this official version of the history of those camps. 
Vrba later became a British citizen and published his 

autobiography under the title of I Cannot Forgive. This 
book published in 1964, was actually written by Alan 
Bestic, who, in his preface, testified to the "considerable 
care [by Rudolf Vrba] for each detail" and to the 
"meticulous and almost fanatic respect he revealed for 
accuracy." On November 30, 1964, Vrba testified at the 
Frankfurt Auschwitz trial. Then he settled in Canada and 

became a Canadian citizen. He has been featured in 
various films about Auschwitz, particularly Shoah by 
Claude Lanzmann. Everything went well for him until the 
day at the Zündel trial in 1985 when he was cross-
examined mercilessly. He was then shown to be an 
impostor. It was revealed that he had completely made 
up the number and location of the "gas chambers" and 

the crematories in his famous 1944 report. His 1964 
book opened with a purported January 1943 visit by 
Himmler to Birkenau to inaugurate a new crematorium 
with "gas chamber." Actually, the last visit by Himmler to 
Auschwitz took place in July of 1942, and in January 
1943 the first of the new crematories was still far from 

finished. Thanks, apparently, to some special gift of 
memory (that he called "special mnemonic principles" or 
"special mnemonical method") and to a real talent for 
being everywhere at once, Vrba had calculated that in 
the space of 25 months (April 1942 to April 1944) the 
Germans had "gassed" 1,765,000 Jews at Birkenau 
alone, including 150,000 Jews from France. But in 1978, 

Serge Klarsfeld, in his Memorial to the Deportation of the 
Jews from France, had been forced to conclude that, for 

the entire length of the war, the Germans had deported a 
total of 75,721 Jews from France to all their 
concentration camps. The gravest aspect of this is that 
the figure of 1,765,000 Jews "gassed" at Birkenau had 
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also been used in a document (L-022) at the main 
Nuremberg trial. Attacked on all sides by Zündel's 
lawyer, the impostor had no other recourse than to 

invoke, in Latin, the "licentia poetarum," or "poetic 
license," in other words, the right to engage in fiction. 
His book has just been published in France (1987); this 
edition is presented as a book by "Rudolf Vrba with Alan 

Bestic." It no longer includes the enthusiastic preface by 
Alan Bestic, and the short introduction by Emile 
Copfermann notes that "with the approval of Rudolf Vrba 
the two appendices from the English edition have been 
removed." Nothing is said about the fact that those two 
appendices had also caused Vrba serious problems in 

1985 at the Toronto trial. 
The Second Zündel Trial (1988) 

In January 1987, a five-judge appeals court decided to 
throw out the 1985 verdict against Ernst Zündel for some 
very basic reasons: Judge Hugh Locke had not allowed 

the defense any influence in the jury selection process 
and the jury had been misled by the judge on the very 

meaning of the trial. As for me, I have attended many 
trials in my life, including some carried out in France 
during the period of the "Purge" at the end of and after 
World War II. Never have I encountered a judge so 
partial, autocratic and violent as Judge Hugh Locke. 
Anglo-Saxon law offers many more guarantees than 
French law but it only takes one man to pervert the best 

of systems. Judge Locke was such a man. 
The second trial began on January 18, 1988, under the 
direction of Judge Ronald Thomas, who is a friend, it 
seems, of Judge Locke. Judge Thomas was often angry 
and was frankly hostile to the defense, but he had more 
finesse than his predecessor. The ruling by the five-judge 

appeal court also inhibited him somewhat. Judge Hugh 
Locke had imposed numerous restrictions on free 
expression by the witnesses and experts for the defense. 
For example, he forbade me to use any of the photos I 
had taken at Auschwitz. I had no right to use arguments 
of a chemical, cartographical, or architectural nature 
(even though I had been the first person in the world to 

publish the plans for the Auschwitz and Birkenau 
crematories). I was not allowed to talk about either the 
American gas chambers or the aerial reconnaissance 
photos of Auschwitz and Birkenau. Even the testimony of 
the eminent chemist William Lindsey was cut short. 
Judge Ronald Thomas did allow the defense more 
freedom, but at the outset of the trial, he made a 

decision, at the request of the prosecution, that would tie 
the hands of the jury. 

Judge Thomas's Judicial Notice 
In Anglo-Saxon law, everything must be proved except 
for certain absolutely indisputable evidence ("The capital 
of Great Britain is London," "day follows night"... ) The 

judge can take "judicial notice" of that kind of evidence 
at the request of one or the other of the contending 
parties; Prosecuting Attorney John Pearson asked the 
judge to take judicial notice of the Holocaust. That term 
then has to be defined. It is likely that, had it not been 
for the intervention of the defense, the judge could have 
defined the Holocaust as it might have been defined in 

1945-1946. At that time, the "genocide of the Jews" (the 
word "Holocaust" was not used) could have been defined 

as "the ordered and planned destruction of six million 
Jews, in particular by the use of gas chambers". 
The problem for the prosecution was that the defense 
advised the judge that, since 1945-1946, there have 

been profound changes in the understanding of 
exterminationist historians about the extermination of 
the Jews. First of all, they no longer talk about an 

extermination but about an attempted extermination. 
They have also finally admitted that "in spite of the most 
erudite [sic] research" (Raymond Aron, Sorbonne 
colloquium, July 2, 1982), no one has found any trace of 

an order to exterminate the Jews. More recently, there 
has been a dispute between the "intentionalists" and the 
"functionalists." Both agree that they have no proof of 
any intent to exterminate, but "intentionalist" historians 
nevertheless believe that one must assume the existence 
of that intent, while "functionalist" historians believe that 

the extermination was the result of individual initiatives, 
localized and anarchic: in a sense, the activity created 
the organization! Finally, the figure of six million was 
declared to be "symbolic" and there have been many 
disagreements about the "problem of the gas chambers". 

Obviously surprised by this flood of information, Judge 
Ronald Thomas decided to be prudent and, after a delay 

for reflection, decided on the following definition; the 
Holocaust, he said, was "the extermination and/or mass-
murder of Jews" by National Socialism. His definition is 
remarkable for more than one reason. We no longer find 
any trace of an extermination order, or a plan, or "gas 
chambers," or six million Jews or even millions of Jews. 
This definition is so void of all substance that it no longer 

corresponds to anything real. One cannot understand the 
meaning of "mass-murder of Jews." (The judge carefully 
avoided saying "of the Jews".) This strange definition is 
itself a sign of the progress achieved by historical 
revisionism since 1945. 

Raul Hilberg Refuses to Appear Again 

One misfortune awaited Prosecutor John Pearson: Raul 
Hilberg, in spite of repeated requests, refused to appear 
again. The defense, having heard rumors of an exchange 
of correspondence between Pearson and Hilberg, 
demanded and got the publication of the letters they 
exchanged and in particular of a "confidential" letter by 
Hilberg which did not hide the fact that he had some 

bitter memories of his cross-examination in 1985. He 
feared being questioned again by Douglas Christie on the 
same points. To quote the exact words of his confidential 
letter, Hilberg wrote that he feared "every attempt to 
entrap me by pointing out any seeming contradiction, 
however trivial the subject might be, between my earlier 
testimony and an answer that I might give in 1988." In 

fact as I have already mentioned, Hilberg had committed 
perjury and he may have feared being charged with that 
crime. 

Christopher Browning, Prosecution Witness 
In place of Hilberg there came his friend Christopher 
Browning, an American professor who specializes in the 

Holocaust. Admitted as an expert witness (and paid for 
several days at the rate of $150 per hour by the 
Canadian taxpayer), Browning tried to prove that the 
Harwood pamphlet was a tissue of lies and that the 
attempt to exterminate the Jews was a scientifically 
established fact He had cause to regret the experience. 
During cross-examination, the defense used his own 

arguments to destroy him. In the course of those days, 
people saw the tall and naive professor, who had strutted 

while he stood testifying, seated, shrunken in size, 
behind the witness stand like a schoolboy caught in a 
mistake. With a faint and submissive voice, he ended up 
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acknowledging that the trial had definitely taught him 
something about historical research. 
Following the example of Raul Hilberg, Browning had not 

examined any concentration camps. He had not visited 
any facility with "gas chambers." He had never thought 
of asking for an expert study of the "weapon of the 
crime." In his writings he had made much of homicidal 

"gas vans," but he was not able to refer to any authentic 
photograph, any plan, any technical study, or any expert 
study. He was not aware that German words like 
"Gaswagen," "Spezialwagen," "Entlausungswagen" 
(delousing van) could have perfectly innocent meanings. 
His technical understanding was nil. He had never 

examined the wartime aerial reconnaissance photos of 
Auschwitz. He was unaware of all the tortures undergone 
by Germans, such as Rudolf Hoss, who had spoken of 
gassings. He knew nothing of the doubts expressed 
about some of Himmler's speeches or about the Goebbels 

diary. 
A great follower of the trials of war criminals, Browning 

had only questioned the prosecutors, never the defense 
lawyers. His ignorance of the transcript of the Nuremberg 
trial was disconcerting. He had not even read what Hans 
Frank, former Governor General of Poland, had said 
before the Nuremberg tribunal about his "diary" and 
about "the extermination of the Jews." That was 
inexcusable! As a matter of fact, Browning claimed to 

have found irrefutable proof of the existence of a policy 
of exterminating the Jews in the Frank diary. He had 
discovered one incriminating sentence. He did not know 
that Frank had given the Tribunal an explanation of that 
kind of sentence, chosen beforehand from the hundreds 
of thousands of sentences in a personnel and 

administrative journal of 11,560 pages. Furthermore, 
Frank had spontaneously turned over his "diary" to the 
Americans when they came to arrest him. The sincerity 
of the former Governor General is so obvious to anyone 
who reads his deposition that Christopher Browning, 
invited to hear the content, did not raise the least 
objection. One last humiliation awaited him. 

For the sake of his thesis, he invoked a passage from the 
well-known "protocol" of the Wannsee conference (20 
January 1942). He had made his own translation of the 
passage, a translation that was seriously in error. At that 
point, his thesis collapsed. Finally, his own personal 
explanation of a "policy of the extermination of the Jews" 
was the same as Hilberg's. Everything was explained by 

the "nod" of Adolf Hitler. In other words, the Fuhrer of 
the German people did not need to give any written or 
even spoken order for the extermination of the Jews. It 
was enough for him to give a "nod" at the beginning of 
the operation and, for the rest, a series of "signals". And 
that was understood! 

Charles Biedermann 
The other expert called by the prosecution (who had 
taken the stand before Browning) was Charles 
Biedermann, a Swiss citizen, a delegate of the 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and, 
most importantly, the director of the International 
Tracing Service (ITS) in Arolsen, West Germany. The ITS 

has an unbelievable wealth of information about the fate 
of individual victims of National Socialism and, in 

particular, of former concentration camp inmates. I 
believe that it is at Arolsen that one could determine the 
real number of Jews who died during the war. The 
prosecution did not benefit from this experts testimony. 

On the contrary, the defense scored numerous points on 
cross-examination. Biedermann recognized that the ICRC 
had never found any proof of the existence of homicidal 

gas chambers in the German camps. The visit by one of 
its delegates to Auschwitz in September 1944 had done 
no more than conclude the existence of a rumor on that 
subject. To his embarrassment, the expert was obliged to 

admit that he was wrong in attributing to the National 
Socialists the expression "extermination camps". He had 
not noticed that this was a term coined by the Allies. 
Biedermann said that he was not familiar with the ICRC 
reports on the atrocities undergone by the Germans just 
before and just after the end of the war. In particular, he 

knew nothing about the terrible treatment of many 
German prisoners. It would seem that the ICRC had 
nothing about the massive deportations of German 
minorities from the east, nothing on the horrors of the 
total collapse of Germany at the very end of the war, 

nothing about summary executions and, in particular, the 
massacre by rifle, machine gun, shovels and pickaxes, of 

520 German soldiers and officers who had surrendered to 
the Americans at Dachau on April 29, 1945 (even though 
Victor Maurer, ICRC delegate, was apparently there). 
The International Tracing Service included among those 
"persecuted" by the Nazis even indisputably criminal 
prisoners in the concentration camps. He relied on the 
information supplied by a Communist organization, the 

"Auschwitz State Museum." Beginning in 1978, in order 
to prevent all Revisionist research, the International 
Tracing Service closed its doors to historians and 
researchers, except for those bearing a special 
authorization from one of the ten governments (including 
that of Israel) which oversee the activity of the 

International Tracing Service. Henceforth the Tracing 
Service was forbidden to calculate and publish, as it had 
done until then, statistical evaluations of the number of 
dead in the various camps. The annual activity reports 
could no longer be made available to the public, except 
for their first third, which had been of no interest to 
researchers. 

Biedermann confirmed a news story that had filtered out 
in 1964 at the Frankfurt trial: at the time of liberation of 
Auschwitz, the Soviets and the Poles had discovered the 
death register of that complex of 39 camps and sub-
camps. The register consisted of 38 or 39 volumes. The 
Soviets keep 36 or 37 of those volumes in Moscow while 
the Poles keep two or three other volumes at the 

"Auschwitz State Museum," a copy of which they have 
furnished to the International Tracing Service in Arolsen. 
But neither the Soviets nor the Poles nor the 
International Tracing Service authorize research in these 
volumes. Biedermann did not even want to reveal the 
number of dead counted in the two or three volumes of 

which the ITS has a copy. It is clear that, if the content 
of the death register of Auschwitz were made public, it 
would be the end of the myth of the millions of deaths in 
the camp. 

No "Survivor" Witnesses for the Prosecution 
The judge asked the prosecutor whether he would call 
any "survivors" to the witness stand. The prosecutor 

answered no. The experience of 1985 had been too 
embarrassing. The cross examination had been 

devastating. It is regrettable that at the trial of Klaus 
Barbie in France in 1987 and at the trial of John 
Demjanjuk in Israel in 1987-1988, no defense lawyer has 
followed Douglas Christie's example in the first Zündel 
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trial (1985): Christie had shown that by carefully 
questioning witnesses about the gassing process itself, 
one could destroy the very foundation of the 

"extermination camp" myth. 
The Witnesses and Experts for the Defense 

Most of the witnesses and experts for the defense were 
as precise and concrete as people like Hilberg or 

Browning had been imprecise and metaphysical. The 
Swede Ditlieb Felderer showed about 380 slides of 
Auschwitz and of the other camps in Poland. The 
American, Mark Weber, whose knowledge of the 
documents is impressive, engaged in clarifications of 
several aspects of the Holocaust, in particular the 

Einsatzgruppen.* The German Tjudar Rudolph dealt with 
the Lodz ghetto and visits by the ICRC delegates at the 
end of 1941 to Auschwitz, Majdanek and other camps. 
Thies Christophersen had been in charge of an 
agricultural research enterprise in the Auschwitz region 

in 1944. He visited the Birkenau camp several times to 
requisition personnel there and never noticed the horrors 

usually described. On the witness stand he repeated 
point by point what he had written about the camp, 
starting in 1973 with a 19-page report (Kritik, No. 23, p. 
14-32). The Austrian-born Canadian Maria Van 
Herwaarden was interned at Birkenau starting in 1942. 
She saw nothing, either close up or from a distance, that 
resembled mass murder, although she confirmed that 

many of the inmates had died of typhus. The American 
Bradley Smith, a member of a "Committee for Open 
Debate on the Holocaust," spoke about his experience in 
more than 100 question-and-answer interviews on 
American radio and television on the Holocaust issue. 
The Austrian Emil Lachout commented on the famous 

"Muller Document," which, since December 1987, has 
thrown the Austrian authorities into disarray. The 
document, dated October 1, 1948, revealed that even 
then, Allied commissions of inquiry had already rejected 
the stories of homicidal "gassings" in a whole series of 
camps, including Dachau, Ravensbrück, Struthof 
(Natzweiler), Stutthof (Danzig), Sachsenhausen, and 

Mauthausen (Austria). The document specifically 
confirms that confessions of Germans had been extorted 
by torture and that testimonies by former inmates were 
false. 
Dr. Russell Barton recounted his horrified discovery of 
the camp at Bergen-Belsen at the time of liberation. Until 
that moment he had believed in a deliberate program of 

extermination. Then he noted the fact that, in an 
apocalyptic Germany, the piles of corpses and the 
walking skeletons were the result of the frightful 
conditions of an overcrowded camp, ravaged by 
epidemics, and almost entirely deprived of medicine, 
food, and water because of Allied bombings. 

The German Udo Walendy outlined the many forgeries he 
had discovered, in wartime atrocity photographs and 
other documents, either altered or forged by a team 
headed by a British propagandist called Sefton Delmer. 
J.G. Burg, a Jew who lives in Munich, told of his 
experiences in the war and confirmed that there had 
never been any policy for the extermination of the Jews 

by the Nazis. 
Academics like the Chinese professor Dr. K.T. Fann, a 

Marxist, and Dr. Gary Botting, who lost his teaching 
position at Red Deer College (Alberta) as a result of 
testifying at the Zündel trial in 1985, testified that the 
Harwood booklet was essentially a work of opinion, and 

hence not subject to legal prohibition. Jürgen Neumann, 
a close associate and friend of Zündel, testified as to 
Zündel's state of minds when the booklet first was 

published. Ernst Neilsen testified on the obstacles he 
encountered at the University of Toronto to open 
research on the Holocaust. Ivan Lagacé, director of the 
crematory at Calgary, demonstrated the practical 

impossibility of the numbers alleged by Hilberg to have 
been cremated at Auschwitz. 
For my part, I appeared as an expert witness for nearly 
six days. I concentrated particularly on my investigations 
of the American gas chambers. I recalled that Zyklon B is 
essentially hydrocyanic acid and that it is with this gas 

that certain American penitentiaries execute those who 
have been condemned to death. 
In 1945 the Allies should have asked specialists on 
American gas chambers to examine the buildings, at 
Auschwitz and elsewhere, which were supposed to have 

been used to gas millions of people. Since 1977, I have 
had the following idea: when one deals with a vast 

historical problem like that of the reality or the legend of 
the Holocaust, one must strive to get to the core of the 
problem; in this case the central problem is Auschwitz 
and the core of that problem is a space of 275 square 
meters: the 65 square meters of the "gas chamber" of 
crematorium I at Auschwitz and, at Birkenau, the 210 
square meters of the "gas chamber" of crematorium II. 

In 1988, my idea remained the same: let us have expert 
studies of those 275 square meters and we will have an 
answer to the vast problem of the Holocaust! I showed 
the jury my photos of the gas chamber at the Maryland 
State Penitentiary in Baltimore as well as my plans for 
the Auschwitz gas chambers and I underlined the 

physical and chemical impossibilities of the latter ones. 
A Sensational Turn of Events: 

The Leuchter Report 
Ernst Zündel, in possession of the correspondence I had 
exchanged in 1977-78 with the six American 
penitentiaries outfitted with gas chambers, gave attorney 
Barbara Kulaszka the job of getting in touch with the 

chief wardens of those penitentiaries in order to see if 
one of them would agree to appear in court to explain 
how a real gas chamber operates. Bill Armontrout, chief 
warden of the penitentiary at Jefferson City (Missouri), 
agreed to testify and in doing so pointed out that no one 
in the USA was more knowledgeable about the 
functioning of gas chambers than Fred A. Leuchter, an 

engineer from Boston. I went to visit Leuchter on 
February 3 and 4, 1988. I found that he had never asked 
himself any questions about the "gas chambers" in the 
German camps. He had simply believed in their 
existence. After I began to show him my files, he became 
aware of the chemical and physical impossibility of the 

German "gassings" and he agreed to examine our 
documents in Toronto. 
After that, at Zündel's expense, he left for Poland with a 
secretary (his wife), a draftsman, a video-cameraman 
and an interpreter. He came back and drew up a 192-
page report (including appendices). He also brought back 
32 samples taken, on the one hand, from the 

crematories of Auschwitz and Birkenau at the site of the 
homicidal "gassings" and, on the other hand, in a 

disinfection gas chamber at Birkenau. His conclusion was 
simple: there had never been any homicidal gassings at 
Auschwitz, Birkenau, or Majdanek. 
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On April 20 and 21, 1988, Fred Leuchter appeared on the 
witness stand in the Toronto courtroom. He told the story 
of his investigation and presented his conclusions. I am 

convinced that during those two days I was an 
eyewitness to the death of the gas chamber myth, a 
myth which, in my opinion, had entered its dead throes 
at the Sorbonne colloquium on "Nazi Germany and the 

Extermination of the Jews" (June 29 to July 2, 1982), 
where the organizers themselves began to grasp that 
there was no proof of the existence of the gas chambers. 
In the Toronto courtroom emotions were intense, in 
particular among the friends of Sabina Citron. Ernst 
Zündel's friends were also moved, but for a different 

reason: they were witnessing the veil of the great 
swindle being torn away. As for me, I felt both relief and 
melancholy: relief because a thesis that I had defended 
for so many years was at last fully confirmed, and 
melancholy because I had fathered the idea in the first 

place. I had even, with the clumsiness of a man of 
letters, presented physical, chemical, topographical and 

architectural arguments which I now saw summed up by 
a scientist who was astonishingly precise and thorough. 
Would people one day remember the skepticism I had 
encountered, even from other revisionists? Just before 
Fred Leuchter, Bill Armontrout had been on the witness 
stand, where he confirmed, in every detail, what I had 
said to the jury about the extreme difficulties of a 

homicidal gassing (not to be confused with a suicidal or 
accidental gassing). Ken Wilson, a specialist in aerial 
photographs, had shown that the homicidal "gas 
chambers" of Auschwitz and Birkenau did not have gas 
evacuation chimneys, which would have been 
indispensible. He also showed that I had been right in 

accusing Serge Klarsfeld and Jean-Claude Pressac of 
falsifying the map of Birkenau in the Auschwitz Album 
(Seuil Publishers, 1983, p. 42). Those authors, in order 
to make the reader believe that groups of Jewish women 
and children surprised by the photographer between 
crematories II and III could not go any farther and were 
thus going to end up in the "gas chambers" and those 

crematories, had simply eliminated from the map the 
path which. in reality. let up to the "Zentralsauna," a 
large shower facility (located beyond the zone of the 
crematories), where those women and children were 
actually going. 
James Roth, director of a laboratory in Massachusetts, 
then testified on the analysis of the 32 samples, the 

origin of which he was unaware of: all the samples taken 
in the homicidal "gas chambers" contained a quantity of 
cyanide which was either unmeasurable or infinitesimal, 
while the sample from the disinfection gas chamber, 
taken for comparison's sake, contained an enormous 
amount of cyanide (the infinitesimal quantity detected in 

the former case can be explained by the fact that the 
supposed homicidal gas chambers were in fact morgues 
for preserving bodies; such morgues could have been 
occasionally disinfected with Zyklon B). 

David Irving 
The British historian David Irving enjoys great prestige. 
Zündel thought of asking him to testify, but there was a 

problem: Irving was only partly a Revisionist. The thesis 
that he defended, for example, in Hitler's War (New York, 

The Viking Press, 1977) can be summed up as follows: 
Hitler never gave an order for the extermination of the 
Jews; at least up to the end of 1943 he was kept in 

ignorance of that extermination; only Himmler and a 
group of about 70 or so persons were aware of it; in 
October 1944 Himmler, who wanted to get into the good 

graces of the Allies, gave an order to cease the 
extermination of the Jews. 
I had met Irving in Los Angeles in September of 1983 at 
the annual convention of the Institute for Historical 

Review, where I challenged him by asking several 
questions about proof to support his thesis. Then I 
published an article entitled "A Challenge to David Irving" 
in The Journal of Historical Review (Winter 1984, p. 289-
305, and Spring 1985, p. 8 and 122). I tried to convince 
this brilliant historian that logically he could no longer be 

satisfied with a semi-Revisionist position. To begin with, I 
challenged him to produce Himmler's order to stop the 
extermination, an order which never actually existed. 
Later on, I learned from various sources that Irving was 
undergoing a change that moved him in the direction of 

Revisionism. 
In 1988, Zündel became convinced that the British 

historian was only waiting for a decisive event to take a 
final step in our direction. After arriving in Toronto, David 
Irving discovered in rapid succession the Leuchter Report 
and an impressive number of documents that Zündel, his 
friends and I had accumulated over the course of several 
years. The last reservations or the last 
misunderstandings melted away in the course of a 

meeting. He agreed to testify on the stand. In the 
opinion of those who were present at the two trials (1985 
and 1988), no single testimony, except that of Fred 
Leuchter, caused such a sensation. For more than three 
days, David Irving, engaging in a sort of public 
confession, took back all that he had said about the 

extermination of the Jews and without reservation 
adopted the Revisionist position. With courage and 
honesty, he showed how an historian can be brought to 
revise profoundly his views on the history of the Second 
World War. 

The Zündel Story 
Ernst Zündel had promised that his trial would be "the 

trial of the Nuremberg Trial" or "the Stalingrad of the 
'exterminationists'". The unfolding of those two long 
trials proved him right, even though the jury, 
"instructed" by the judge to consider the Holocaust as an 
established fact "which no reasonable person can doubt," 
finally found him guilty. Zündel has already won. It 
remains for him to make it known to Canada and to the 

entire world. The media black-out of the 1988 trial was 
almost complete. Jewish organizations campaigned 
vigorously for such a blackout, and even went so far as 
to say that they did not want an impartial account of the 
trial. They did not want any account of it at all. The 
paradox is that the only publication which reported 

relatively honestly about the trial was The Canadian 
Jewish News. Ernst Zündel and the Leuchter report have 
left a profound mark on history; both will be 
remembered for many years to come. 
December 1, 1988 
 

… the testimony of Judge Konrad Morgen; the tortures of 
Rudolf Höss and Oswald Pohl; the true history of 
revisionism; and the concessions made year after year by 
the exterminationists to the Revisionist viewpoint. 
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.fr/1988/12/the-zundel-
trials-1985-and-1988.html 

_____________________________________________  

http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.it/1987/05/how-british-obtained-confessions-of.html
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.it/1987/05/how-british-obtained-confessions-of.html
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.fr/1988/12/the-zundel-trials-1985-and-1988.html
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.fr/1988/12/the-zundel-trials-1985-and-1988.html
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FRED TOBEN AWAITING TRIAL IN NOVEMBER 1999 

The latest information from Dr Toben's letter is that Fred 
Toben is expected to stand trial starting November 8, 

1999, and it could continue for up to four days. The trial 
will be held in Landgericht Mannheim (county Court, 
Mannheim). Many of the issues mentioned in the 
EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION, posted on our Website, may 
receive attention. If anyone wants to send Fred a 
message of support, they could write him, C/- JVC, Cell 

1313, Mannheim Prison, PO Box 103254, d-68032, 

Mannheim, Germany. We have continued to receive 
many messages of support for Dr Toben, (along with 
some hostile ones, from the Enemies of Freedom, who 
continue to attribute hostile and evil motives to Fredrick 
and indeed to revisionists).  
If these hostile motives do not exist, they must of course 
be invented, which is what happens.  

ECONOMIC SANCTIONS 

One of the recommended methods for dealing with the 

detainment of Fredrick Tobin is use of economic 
sanctions against German companies, until he is 
released. But there must be enough sanctions to make 
the German Companies hurt. If people, en masse, were 

to refuse to buy BMWs, Mercedes Benzs, or to deny some 
deal in German trade that would cost millions, such a 
policy could be effective, but as yet this does not seem to 

have happened.  
ARTICLE IN DAVID IRVING'S 'ACTION REPORT', #15,  
July 20, 1999 
Commiserations are due to David Irving, whose elder 
daughter died in September 1999, and Adelaide Institute 
sent a message of condolence to him. Messages of 

support for David Irving in this tragic time have been 
received from around the world.  
However, Adelaide Institute also wishes to commend 
David Irving for publishing serval items on Fredrick in his 
magazine, "Action Report", and on his Website, including 
the article headed "Fred Tobin writes from "Free Speech" 

Prison Cell, published in the Irving magazine dated #15, 

July 20, 1999. 
TOBEN UNREPENTANT 

Most readers are now familiar with the background to 
Frederick's arrest and detention, but I would like to cite 

from his comments, taken from a letter of his. He points 
out that he is, as Paul Keating might say, 'recalcitrant". 
Thus he comments that: "I am in my fourth month in a 
prison cell, and although I'm still here, I would do it all 
over again. Only now do I understand the true value of 
free speech - in the past having belonged to the talkers. 
But talk about free speech is cheap". 

(as the old song had it: "you don't know what you've got 
till it's gone"). 
However, Fredrick adds: "Now the real fight is on and 
Adelaide Institute and its supporters are showing the way 
(a reference to AI's motto: via monstrare or "show the 
way") into the global village, lit up by the flame of truth. 

INTERNET CENSORSHIP BILL 

"the evil forces of censorship may have succeeded in 
passing the Internet Censorship Bill (In Australia, to 

come into force from 1 January 2000, AD) and would be 
small time dictators may label us "racist" (meaningless 
term - ed) but we shall continue to provide uncensored 
historical material.  

TRUTH 

Our only criteria is truth-content and in the Internet 
library of the universe, we shall soon become irrelevant if 
we tell lies! 
MATURITY IS FREEDOM TO THINK FOR YOURSELF 

"Mature adults do not need to be told what they ought to 
see and read. The dictators who want to enslave our 

minds for the Internet because it gives us our humanity - 
the freedom to think and speak.  

HATE OR SELF EXAMINATION? 

Those who say we indulge in "hate" talk by raising 
historical issues, ought to see and read. The dictators 
who want to enslave our minds fear the Internet 
b3ecause it gives us our humanity - the freedom to think 
and speak.  
Those who say we indulge in "hate" talk by raising 

historical issues, ought to tell us where we are lying.  
GAS CHAMBERS? 

We maintain that there is no proof that Germany 
systematically exterminated German Jews in homicidal 
gas chambers during World War II. Why cannot Mr 
Jeremy Jones (of the Executive Council of Australian 
Jewry) show us or draw us a homicidal gas chamber? Or 

show us the alleged four insertion holes in the alleged 
homicidal gas chamber in Auschwitz-Birkenau? (Which Dr 

Toben searched for in vain when he visited Auschwitz in 
person). Or just shut up and admit that there is no proof 

https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/index.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/about_adin.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/whats_new.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/links_revisionist.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/links_extermination.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/links_aust.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/cutting_edge.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/views.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/whats_available.html
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and he is either ignorant of historical facts or worse still, 
lying. (Well, let's charitably assume just that he is 
ignorant of historical facts - ed).  

INTERNET FREE DISSCUSSION 

Thank God for the liberating forces of the Internet - and I 
thank all those individuals who have supported our battle 
financially and morally. On paper and on the Internet, we 
have won this war.  

WHEN TRUTH IS NO DEFENCE 

The real battleground is the law courts, the most difficult 
one - even in Germany, truth is no defence. (A reference 

to the fact that, after an appear to the Human Rights and 
Equal Opportunity Commission in Australia, evidence to 
prove that AI comments were based on hard historical 
evidence were rejected, implying that 'truth is no 
defence'). 

COURT CASE IMMORAL 

This makes my own case a joke and immoral. When truth 
is no defence, the lies flourish. When lies flourish, evil 
triumphs and good people begin to suffer real truth (The 

connection between lies and oppression was established 
by Jesus Christ, who said "the truth shall make you free", 
which means that lies enslave you, and so they do - 
editor). This is not in Australia's best interests" (no, nor 
in the best interests of Germany and Germans, either, 
who have been systematically vilified. - ed).  

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL SELLOUT 

As mentioned in Newsletter #94, August 1999, Amnesty 
International has notified that it will not assist Dr Toben, 

or by implication, any other revisionist.  
PROTEST 

One Australia supporter of AI sent a protest to Amnesty 

International in London, dated September 3, 1999.  
Re: Your refusal to support Dr Toben as a prisoner of 
conscience.  
Dear Sirs/Mesdams, 
As a life long vocal and financial support of Amnesty 
International, I am now ashamed of my previous support 

of your organisation.  
Your failure to support Dr Toben, irrespective if you 
agree with his desire to investigate the Holocaust or not - 
he is still a classic case of a prisoner of conscience if 
there ever was one - shows your organisation to be one 
that blows with the political winds of the day.  

Dr Toben's only crime is a desire to investigate the most 
widely reported historical event in the history of the 
human race. He has not physically injured any individual, 

stolen money from any organisation, or threatened the 
political stability of any government body - yet he 
remains in prison! 
You and your organisation are a sham and appear to be 

just another "money making charity" masquerading 
under the guise of helping people oppressed by an unfair 
legal system. 
An ex Amnesty International supporter. 
A REPLY FROM AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
Amnesty International, 
Level 3, 250 Edward Street 

Brisbane, Q, 4000 
20 September 1999 
Dear Mr Sebastian, 

Your letter has been considered by the Queensland 
regional Executive Committee. 
Because it does raise matters concerned with the 

freedom of speech of an individual who is not advocating 

violence, it was decided that the matter should be 
referred to the National Executive Committee for further 
consideration.  

I must emphasis that this should not be constructed as 
support for your argument, rather for your right to 
present it. 
Yours Sincerely 

(signed) Michael Dale 
Secretary - Amnesty International Queensland Region 
To date, no further comment from them has been 
received by me. Am I being too cynical in not holding my 
breath about a favourable response? 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS MINISTRY AND GERMAN 

GOVERNMENT 

The Australian Foreign Affairs Ministry has done nothing 
more than to extend normal consular services to Dr 
Toben and does not intent to press for his release as an 
Australia citizen. The German Embassy in Canberra has 

been less than tactful in dealing with any enquires into 
the matter of Dr Toben's arrest and detention. There is 
no prospect of "moving heaven and earth" for his 
release.  
RALLYING CRY ON BEHALF OF FRED TOBEN FROM 

JACK KING 

A letter addressed to the German Chancellor, 
Bundeskanzler Gerhard Schroder, Schlossplatz 1, 10178, 
Berlin, Germany, from Jack Young in South Australia, 
who has been a very active supporter of Dr Toben, calls 
on the Chancellor to release Fredrick who he says has 

been "goaled for rightfully defending the honour and 
reputation of Christian Germany" and suggests that "Dr 
Toben should be respected and honoured for his efforts 

to achieve justice for Germany and not incarcerated by 
the very people he is out to defend". He vigorously 
denounces the Zionist interests behind the arrest and 

detention of Fredrick Toben and other revisionists 
including David Iriving, who has been threatened with 
arrest if he enters Germany.  
IRVING SUPPORT  

Adelaide Institute is grateful for support from David 
Irving, including publication of an article about Fredrick 
in the Irving Action Report, #15, July 20, 1999, p24, 
headed "Fred Toben writes from "Free Speech" Prison 
Cell", largely citing comments from Fredrick himself in a 

letter addressed to the Institute, which mentioned he is 
what Keating would call "recalcitrant", refusing to 
"recant" as mentioned on the front page of Newsletter 

#98-99. 
CONDOLENCES TO DAVID IRVING 

Adelaide Institute has sent a condolence message to 
David Irving over the death, in September, 1999, of his 
eldest daughter, buried in London. He has received 
messages of condolence from around the world. One 

good news is that his young daughter, Jessica, is alive 
and well, but it is a trying time for him, not only because 
of the death of his elder daughter, but also preparing a 
libel suit against Deborah Lipstadt in London in 2000. 

TRAVELLERS TO GERMANY BEWARE? 

One of the letters in Irving's Action Report, #15, contains 
a letter from a visitor to Germany, warning about 
possible arrest for holding revisionist literature.  

In view of the way Fred was seized after a private 

discussion, without publicly challenging the law, it makes 
one wonder how safe other visitors to Germany may be.  
The letter says: 

https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/news94.html
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"When K and I went to Salzburg in the fall of 1997, we 
had to fly to Munich and continue on by train, there 
being no direct flight from Seattle. At Munich airport they 

took us out of line and went over our baggage with a fine 
tooth comb. I had nothing in my luggage that hinted of 
'holocaust denial.' 
 "This incident confirmed my suspicion that they are 

watching everyone. I am sure they were looking for 
something to put me in jail for. 
"Just another incident to be aware of. All Revisionists on 
the Internet should be aware of this." 

CANADA ALSO? 

David Irving warns this kind of 'inspection' may not be 
confined to Germany. He relates how, when he entered 
Canada, he was detained and saw his car being literally 

taken apart, panel by panel, wheels taken off, spare 
wheel deflated, apparently in a attempt to find something 
"incriminating". They must have been disappointed to 

find nothing, but it shows how Canada is moving towards 
"1984" dictatorship.  
Previous Newsletters have indicated the suspicion some 
of us have that the world is moving towards this scenario 

as we enter the 21st century.  
AMJ ROEHLER PRESS RELEASE 

One of Fredrick's staunchest allies and defenders has 
been AMJ Roehler of the Sleipnir organisation in 
Germany.  
His press release dated 5 September 1999, is headed 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST BETWEEN JUDGE AND JUSTICE?  
"The decision of the Landgericht (Mannheim Supreme 
Court) (or County Court - ed), is unfounded and the kind 

of reasoning is a matter of concern for the prejudice it 

exhibits. It is submitted to reject the decision and to 
grant participation at the proceedings according to 
section 138 (11) of the German order of Penal Court 
Procedure SIPO. This is also the desire of the accused, Dr 
Toben.  

POLICE VERSION UNCRITICALLY ACCEPTED 

'The Supreme Court refers to information of the Berlin 
Police without comment and identifies itself with these 
without verification. These details are almost totally 
false, untruthful and were made in contradiction to the 
laws. Certainly this type of information would be 
unconstitutional as everybody has the right to be 

considered innocent unless proven guilty by a court of 
justice. I have always rejected any claims that a 
publishing house is Right-extremist. The contents of the 

published journals under my personal responsibility 
shows our attachment to human rights wherever they 
are threatened. 

INTERNET USED TO URGE CONVITION 

"The court endorses the claim of prosecution, that 
activities on the Internet are reason for rejection. It is a 

matter of concern that both prosecutor and court seem 
to believe that any participation on the Internet must be 
a criminal one. This gains credibility, as the prosecutor in 
the arrest warrant has avoided stating a criminal offence. 
It must therefore be concluded that the alleged criminal 
offence exists in any Internet activity as such.  

ATTACK ON SLEIPNIR AND ANTI-PRESS BIAS 

"In the letter of rejection it becomes obvious that the 

Court, under Chief Judge Kern apparently despises the 

work of the Press and sees it as a misdemeanour. Kern 
Folkert/Kerbs-Durr quote Berlin police authorities who - 
whatever the reason - allege, I am a co-editor of the 

"Sleipnir" magazine. To be a co-editor or publications is, 
however, not a punishable offence and actually none of 
the police's business anyway. Any edition of printer 

material is here apparently seen in connection with 
criminal action, and such bias is endorsed by the 
Supreme Court. The anxiety of prejudice is here 
compounded, as Dr Toben has been incarcerated 

because of an alleged Press content offence.  
"the anxiety of prejudice is further warranted by the 
reason, stated in the letter of rejection. It accepts the 
arguments of the prosecution, which point at two letters 
written to the Jewish community at Mannheim. Again, it 
is not stated, what is in this letter - there is only one 

letter from my pen to the Jewish community of 
Mannheim - is obnoxious, thus bias, and unjustified 
rejection of any person must be assumed. Here is the 
contents of the letter in question, Berlin, 30 June 1999: 

TEXT OF "OFFENDING" LETTER WHICH ANNOYED 

JEWS 

"Dear Members of the Jewish Community of Mannheim, I 
request your understanding that I turn to you in a matter 
which is not your direct concern. I refer to the 
incarceration of the Australian philosopher, historian and 
writer Dr Fredrick Toben at Mannheim. According to a 

press release by the state prosecutor of 9th April 1999, 
he has been charged with having disseminated, by the 
Internet, antisemitic and neo-Nazi prpoganda. To my 
knowledge this is completely untrue. Attached please find 
various press reports in regard to this matter. Dr Toben 
works in a controversial field commonly known as 
revisionism. I have explained in a letter to the judge and 

state prosecutor that no dishonourable and improper 

motive should be suspected on their part. It is out of the 
question that Dr Toben occasionally did one time or 
another step a bit too hastily, too enthusiastically, for my 
taste, that it did not correspond to the situation and the 
political environment, in my opinion a serious and 
dangerous infringement by the German authorities. My 

plea and inquiry is this: 
JEWS TO VISIT TOBEN? 

"Would a member of your community be willing to visit 
Dr Toben in prison to have a talk with him, to convince 
yourself of the groundlessness of the charges against 
him? From my knowledge about his person and 
character, I can assure you, he would be very happy 
about such a visit. If you require further information 
about Dr Toben, please let me know. Yours sincerely 

(signature). 
VERBOTEN PLEA! 

"In the opinion of the Supreme Court, it is apparently not 
permissible to write a letter to the Jewish community of 
Mannheim. This emphasises the chain of prejudice, as Dr 
Toben, repeatedly has written to Jewish institutions and 
authors and apparently a criminal offence of such letter 
writing.  

CONFlICT OF INTEREST? 

Reason for complaint as well as anxiety of prejudice and 
the necessity to appeal the Court's decision of rejection is 

the claim, that there is a 'conflict of interest' between my 
work as a representative of the Press and my obligations 
to the defence. The opposite is true. My experience as 

Press representative would mean a necessary 
supplement for the efforts of the defence: the rejection, 
however, hinders the defence of the accused in an 

unacceptable manner, both professionally and, of course, 
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also Press-orientated. The court endeavours to justify its 
claim 'collision of interest' by stating that I have 
requested a copy of the prosecution paper. What is 

despicable about the knowledge of a prosecution paper? 
When the court considers information about the 
accusation as illegal, it only exposes its contempt for the 
Press and thus the accused. Such contempt is an 

impediment to any fair trial. For this reason, the 
composition of the bench seems to be unsuitable for an 
unbiased hearing and especially Judge Kern should not 
be allowed to sit on the forthcoming trial.  

EXTRACTIONS FROM TOBEN LETTER 

Extracts from a letter, dated 13 August, 1999, written by 
Fred Toben to AMJ Roehler, included these comments: 
"Truth is no defence in these proceedings, truth is a 

moral virtue and where truth is excluded, as it is in my 
case, lies flourish. Where lies prevail, immoral behaviour 
rules. I cannot participate in such immoral behaviour. 

Truth will not protect me from punishment (a reference 
to the fact that factual evidence to prove his views on the 
Holocaust is not acceptable to German authorities). 
Worse still, if I tell the truth in court at Mannheim, I 

make myself liable to more punishment. Also, I will most 
likely cause harm to my lawyer, Herr Bock.Stattsanwalt 
Klein, after all, extracted material from Bock's defence of 
Gunter Beckert, and had him before the court in March of 
this year (1999). Bock was convicted because he shared 
revisionist theses, which is a criminal matter in Germany. 
This is all witch-trials stuff, the inquisition at its worst.  

JUDICIAL SYSTEM ON TRIAL? 

"The judges at Mannheim cannot do otherwise but find 

me guilty, otherwise they will be subjected to the trauma 

which Judge Oriet had to endure. Is there a judge at 
Mannheim who is prepared to risk his well being if his 
family and career, for the sake of such principles as 
"truth" and "justice"?  

CONCEPTUAL PRISON 

"it is far easier to continue a self made conceptual prison 
where words such as the following prevent one from 
finding personal freedom: "Right-extremist", "Holocaust 

Denier" etc. Doubt is only found where it assist in getting 
a conviction 

UNBELIEVABLE POLICY? 

"I had a visit from the Australian Embassy last 
Wednesday, and advised Mr Edwards of my intentions 
and gave him my reason why. He cannot believe that I . 
am in such a predicament, that truth is no defence." 

FOREGONE CONCLUSION 

"So I submit to what is already a foregone conclusion - 
the fact that I placed material on Adelaide Institute's 
Website in Australia is the abstract delikt-offence (ie, 

criminial offence or delinquency - ed). And it does not 
need a concrete delikt-offence for someone to download 
it at Mannheim. My thinking activity is thus being 
punished. This is massive and will make world history.  

NIZKOR'S MCVEY AFRAID TO ENTER GERMANY! 

I already hear that Nizkor's Mcvey will not travel to 
Germany because he fears punishment (a reference to a 
report that commentator McVey, of the Nizkor 
Exterminationist website, is wary of entering Germany 

because he deals with revisionist material, even though 

wants to refute it, but is still afraid of being arrested).  
ANTISEMITE 

"The attempt will be made to label me "antisemite" - 
interestingly, in the New York Times, of 26 June, 1999, 

David Irving is quoted as saying that homicidal gassings 
occurred at Auschwitz - and there was no storm of 
protest. Why not? Are the opinion makers repairing the 

ground for now giving up the Auschwitz claim? All very 
interesting. It shows that Holocaust research is alive and 
well and I will have contributed towards its advancement 
by attempting to establish a dialogue between feuding 

parties." 
ADELAIDE INSTITUTE AWAITS THE TRIAL OF DR 

TOBEN IN NOVEMBER 1999 - TOLERATING 

INTOLERANCE? 

The Australian Jewish News, Melbourne Edition, 1st 
October 1999, has an article by Grahame Leonard, of the 

B'nai B'ani Anti Defamation Commission, titled "Hating 
Hate and Teaching Tolerance".  
It includes this comment under "Holocaust Denial": 
"Identified by the ADC as a primary form of anti-

Semitism for the next century, denial is a unifying belief 
shared by almost all far-right groups in Australia. The 
two main organisations which promote denial of the 

Shoah operate under the intentionally misleading titles, 
The Adelaide Institute and Australian Civil Liberties 
Union. 
"A major challenge is to educate all Australians that 
Holocaust denial in not only about anti-Semitism but is 
aimed at rehabilitating Nazi ideology and its white 
supremacy philosophy." 

(From other sources, I have heard the claim that AI is 
one of the five main "hate sites" in the world).  

COMMENT: ZIONIST LOVEMONGERS? 

It's remarkable the way Hate only afflicts the world in the 
shape of such outfits as revisionists and refreshing to 

know that Zionists are always pure as the driven snow. 
Does this mean Exterminationist websites are all "love 
Sites"? 

Are Exterminationist comments always loveable? Was it 
loveable to receive an email, on one occasion as Jules 
Streicher was? 
Is it loveable to engage in denigration of Adelaide 
Institute and the ACLU by the internationally misleading 
term "Holocaust denial", when both organisations 
concede that Jews (and "goyism", incidentally), suffered 

during WWII, and only question some aspects of the 
Holocaust? 
Why would it be hateful if we supported white 
supremacists when it is fashionable to support the 
"supremacism" of other races, while vilifying the whites 

for politically correct causes? Wouldn't that be racial 
vilification of whites? Any denunciation of the Aboriginals 

by whites would have to be "racist", whereas the whites 
can be denounced for their treatment of Aboriginals, 
without screams of 'racism'. As Black Pride is becoming 
fashionable, isn't it one-sided bigotry to oppose "White 
Pride"? 
If revisionism shows that some aspects of the Holocaust 

are exaggerated, how does this rehabilitate Nazi 
ideology? 
If the ADC is "anti-defamation", why does it defame 
revisionism? Please explain!  
Would this be some kind of selective reasoning? 

GOYISM HOLOCAUST 

Would it be selective to pay so little attention to the 
holocaust of the "goyism"? One such is the Waco 
Massacre, details of which are coming to light, showing it 

to be premeditated murder. 
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SURVIVOR TESTIMONY 

While we are told it is 'insensitive' and 'antisemitic' to 

question 'survivor testimony' to verify details of the 

Holocaust, how is it that querying some aspects of the 
Waco Massacre has not been denounced as WACO 
DENIAL, ANTI-GOYISM, ANTI DAVIDIANISM or ANTI 
CHRISTIAN? 
This has not happened in the case of an article by Carol A 
Valentine Sykywalker@public-action.com who runs a 

website analysing the Waco Massacre.  
An email from her, dated 16 September, 1999, headed 
"Waco Survivor's story: True or False?". Has not yet, as 
far as I know, earned her the epithet of WACO DENIER or 
the like, even though she subjects survivor testimony to 
rigorous questioning, without being denounced as 

"hateful". A strange contrast. Please explain! 
Her story reads: 
The "The September 9, 1999, edition of Salon magazine 

carried a story written by Branch Davidian David 
Thibodeau, whom, (we are told), survived the April 19, 
1993, inferno at the Mt Carmel centre in Waco. Among 
other things, David T. discusses that fateful day.  

"Can we rely on David Thibodeau's account of the events 
of April 19, 1993?  
"Please read the following and come to your own 
conclusions.  
"I see two main problems with Mr Thobodeau's accounts, 
(a) important elements in his accounts keep changing 
and (b) none of the accounts are credible.  

"Some history. By the summer of 1995, the news of how 
mothers and children died in the Mt Carmel Centre had 
made the rounds in the Waco protest movement. The 

moms and kids had hidden from the CS in an old 
concrete record storage room that was being used as a 
pantry in 1993. Instead of protecting the moms and kids, 

the concrete room became their tomb. 
WACO GAS CHAMBERS 
(Editor's note: it should be noted here that CS is a 
chemical powder, which at WACO was dissolved in 
Methylene chloride, a volatile chemical used for stripping 
paint, which produced a kind of aerosol spray. In closed 
spaces, CS alone can cause unconsciousness, death and 

can be ignited to produce a fireball. When CS burns it 
produces hydrogen cyanide, the same gas used in prison 
gas chambers - so here we have some REAL "gas 
chambers" - flaming gas chambers! But the victims were 
"goyism" - ed).  

"The story worried me from the beginning. Mothers are 
practical people. When the air is poisoned, the practical 

solution is to 'get away" away from it. But the concrete 
room was a catch basin for poisoned air. It was 
windowless. It had a doorway, but no door. Why would 
the moms take their babies to a catch basins to "escape" 
the CS? 
(Editor's Note: Is it WACO DENIAL to ask these sceptical 

questions, which are comparable to certain questions 
querying aspects of the Holocaust "gas chambers", which 
may have to go by the intentionally misleading phrase 
HOLOCAUST DENIAL? After all, Carol Valentien is acting 
as an historical revisionist regarding Waco details.) 
"I wanted to know more. So, in July 1995, I interviewed 
David Thibodeau on the telephone.  

"I asked David T. whether he had seen the mothers and 
children on April 19? First he said no. Then I asked who 
told the mothers and children to go to the concrete 
room. He said he did not know. However, he confirmed 

that the mothers had gas masks and the children had no 
gas masks, so to protect the children the mothers had 
buckets of water and clothes and with them, the mothers 

dunked the clothes into the buckets of water and covered 
the children's faces with wet clothes.  
"But how did David Thibodeau know what was happening 
in the concrete room if he had not seen the mothers and 

kids that day?" I asked him. 
"Now he said that one of the mothers came out of the 
concrete room and told him what they were doing. I 
asked which mother came out. He said he did not 
remember which mother.  
"It is curious. First David Thibodeau had not seen any of 

the mothers, then he had, but couldn't remember which. 
How likely is that? There were a limited number of 
mothers-friends and co-religionist with whom he lived 
with for years.  
"One of the mothers inside that room was Michelle Jones, 

David Keresh's sister, the woman David Thibodeau says 
was his wife. With Michelle were her three children - two 

year old girls and five year old Serenity Sea Jones. Since 
he remembered the incident and given personal interest, 
we might except David would remember which mother 
he had spoken to.  
"And what of the buckets and gas masks that David 
Thibodeau said the mothers were using? The Texas 
rangers in charge of collecting evidence in the concrete 

room, Sgt. Raymond Coffman, did not report finding any 
buckets or gas masks when he testified at the 1994 San 
Antonio trial of the Branch Davidians. Nor do the Autopsy 
Reports indicate any buckets or gas masks were found in 
the concrete room near the bodies and they not mention 
any traces of gas masks on or near the bodies.  

"Some time after my telephone interview, I cam across a 
copy of an October 14, 1994, article "Marked for Death", 
published in the Jerusalem Post, Reporter Haim Shapiro 
interviewed David Thibodeau who was visiting Israel at 
the time.  
According to the Jerusalem Post, when David Thibodeau 
heard the CS attack begin, he donned his gas mask. 

Later a tank crashed through the front doors and, 
according to Shapiro, "he tried to reach the children - 
whom he believes were in a "buried bus" (emphasis 
added), which the group had prepared as a shelter - but 
with stairways wrecked and sheets of flames all around 
him - it was impossible". Says the Jerusalem Post article. 
He staggered out the door and looked back to see Mt 

Carmel totally ablaze.  
"I knew my friends were dying and I only hoped the kids 
were safe in the bus", David Thibodeau told the 
Jerusalem Post. 
(Carol A Valentine shows a diagram of the Mt Carmel 
Centre and points to the locations of the buried school 

bus and the concrete room - called "cinder block" in the 
diagram - as being very different and separate places, 
not contiguous).  
There's more, but I want to stop here and point out some 
things.  
It is a relatively short time since the Waco Massacre and 
the present day, yet already many discrepancies and 

inconsistencies in survivor testimony are being pointed 
out. It is more than 50 years that alleged events in the 

Holocaust supposedly happened and the odds of even 
greater survivor testimonies are greater.  
Carol A Valentine paints a "revisionist" version of events, 
but she has not, as far as I know, been accused of WACO 

mailto:Sykywalker@public-action.com
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DENIAL, ANTI DAVIDIANISM, ANTI-GOYISM OR ANTI 
CHIRSTIAN, nor as far as I know, been accused of being 
a neo BATF, neo CIA, or neo FBI agent trying to 

rehabilitate the BATF, CIA or FBI. Yet, anyone who 
questions survivor Holocaust testimony is likely to be 
tagged as "neo-Nazi" and accused of trying to 
rehabilitate Nazism! Could there be some in consistency 

here? 
She is talking about a form of "gas chambers" but she is 
asking practical questions as to how it could have 
operated and how victims would try to escape it, much 
as revisionists have asked comparable questions about 
supposed Nazi "gas chambers" asking why they would 

have windows that could be smashed, or queries as to 
why gas would not escape, since the rooms were not 
hermetically sealed. Yet, she has not been accused of 
FBI, BATF or CIA rehabilitation. Please explain! Could 
there be inconsistency here? IS there one rule for goyism 

Holocausts and another for Jewish Holocausts? 
ARE DWORK AND VAN PELT 'RACIST 

HATEMONGERS? 

From Auschwitz 1270 to The Present, by Deborah Dwork 
and Robert Han Van Pelt, W.W. Norton, New York, 1996, 
pp 363-4:  

KREMA I RECONSTRUCTION: 

"There have been additions to the camp the Russians 
found in 1945 as well as deletions, and the suppression 

of the prisoner reception site is matched by the 
reconstruction of crematorium1 just outside the 
northeast perimeter of the present museum camp. With 
its chimney and its gas chamber, the crematorium 
functions as the solemn conclusion for tours through the 

camp. Visitors are not told the crematorium they see is 

largely a postwar construction.  
"When Auschwitz was transformed into a museum after 
war, the decision was taken to concentrate the history of 
the whole complex into one of its component parts. The 
infamous crematoria where the mass murders had taken 
place lay in ruins at Birkenau, two miles away. The 
committee felt that a crematorium was required at the 

end of the memorial journey, and crematorium I was 
reconstructed to speak for the history of the incinerators 
at Birkenau. This program of usurpation was never 
detailed. A chimney, the ultimate symbol of Birkenau was 
recreated: four hatched openings in the roof, as if for 
pouring Zyklon B into the gas chambers below, were 
installed and two of the three furnaces were rebuilt using 

the original parts. There are no signs to explain these 
restitution's, they were not marked at the time, and the 
guides remain silent about it when they take visitors 
through this building that is presumed by the tourist to 
be the place where it happened.  
Will these details of "reconstruction" mark the authors as 

"racist anti-Semites"? Maybe not, because they accept 
the "gassings", but it would be hard to know what degree 
of legitimate comment can be accepted before the 
accusations begin.  

FRED LEUCHTER RESURFACES 

It is fitting, with mention of "gas chambers", to refer to a 
film, "Mr Death: The Rise And Fall of Fred A. Leuchter, 
Jr" as mentioned by George Jonas in National Post, Sept 

27, 1999 e-mailed from Orest Slepokuo 

(slepokuo@cadvision.com) titled "Holocaust denial versus 
Gulag-dismissal". 

Fred Leuchter, of course, became well known because of 
his report on the alleged gas chambers of Auschwitz, 
Burkenau and Majdanek, Poland, in which he is affirmed 

that they could not have functioned as a gas chambers. 
Here is the subject of a documentary.  
While being politically correct enough to insist that "The 
Nazi Holocause claimed about six million victims", Mr 

Jonas is politically incorrect enough to add that "the 
number of communist victims is about 12 times greater." 
He adds "according to the Black Book of Communism, an 
846 page study published in Paris by a group of French 
historians in 1997, Marxist holocausts claimed 20 million 
victims in the former Soviet Union, and between 45 

million and 72 million in China. The global tally adds to 
these figures between 4.3 million and 5.3 million in 
Cambodia, Vietnam and North Korea, 1.7 million in 
Africa, 1.5 million in Afghanistan, 1 million in Eastern 
Europe and 150,000 in Latin America.  

"These were not casualties of war or civil war. These 
human beings were murdered by communists, or 

perished in gulag type camps in various communist 
regimes, or in the cellars of secret police. The total, 
taking the lower figures, is more than 70 million people. 
But while Holocaust denial is rightly condemned," he 
decides, "engaging in gulag denial (or perhaps gulag 
denigration) remains respectable, if not de rigueur, in 
Western intellectual circles.  

SELECTIVE ATTENTION? 

Mr Jones mentions the comment of someone who 

thought it was unnecessary to have an expose on 
Communism, and then draws an interesting parallel: if 
someone said "50 years after the fall of the Third Reich, 

do we really need an expose on Nazism?". He concludes 
that "there's a fair chance that it would be all he wrote 
for that (or maybe any) newspaper". (I wonder what he 

meant by that!?) 
GULAG DENIAL 

He then goes on to comment that whereas "Holocaust 

denial" is counted as a "crime" in many countries, "in 
contrast, we maintain such a discreet silence about the 
victims of communism that gulag denial isn't even 
necessary. It's generally replaced by gulag dismissal.  
WHY ARE SOME HOLOCAUSTS WORTH MORE THAN 

OTHERS? 

He concludes that: "There's no easy answer to why Mr 
Cole (a film reviewer) seems to believe that some 
holocausts are worth continual discussion, while others, 

notably Soviet Holocausts, are only worth sweeping 
under the rug. I find this a fascinating question. Perhaps 

Mr Morris (the maker of the documentary) can tackle it in 
his next documentary." 

KAGANOVICH LIST 

Even more curious is the fact that, as mentioned in AI 
Newsletter #96/97, there is a well documented 
connection between Jews and Bolshevism, attested not 
only by "goyism", but by some Jews as well. Yet, modern 
Jews seem curiously reluctant to acknowledge it. Is this 
BOLSHEVISM-DENIAL OR BOLSHEVIST DENIAL? 

THE SMALL FORTRESS ASSOCIATION 

In the WWII furore, Australian Prisoners of War seem to 

receive little attention.  

Alex Mc Clelland, an Australian Prisoner of War, who 
wrote of his experiences in the Small Fortress, Terezin 
Concentration Camp, in 1945, and author of an 
autobiography titled The Answer - Justice, who wrote his 

https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/news96_7.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/news96_7.html
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own appeal for recognition, now has his own website 
URL: www.osbpk.eepo.com.au/~fortress/evidence.html 
and his e-mail address is for possible contact.  

ARTHUR BUTZ WRITES ON GEORGE RYBA ABOUT 

AUSCHWITZ 

In a letter sent to the Sydney Morning Herald GPO Box 
506, Sydney, NSW 2001, on 13 September 1999, meant 
for publication, Dr Arthur Butz writes.  
Dear Sirs,  
In connection with the arrest of Dr Fredrick Toben in 
Germany, George Ryba of Sydney, authorised an article 

(SMH, 5 May) reporting that at the Nurember trials he 
gave evidence of mass exterminations at Auschwitz and 
that his "testimony withstood long and forceful cross-
examination" by defence lawyers.  
"As author of a book (Hoax of the Twentieth Century), 
that denies that such exterminations took place there, I 
was interested in Ryba's testimony. My reaction was 

delayed by the end of the academic year at Northwestern 
University, where I teach electrical engineering, by my 
summer vacation and by delays in getting a copy of 
Ryba's testimony.  
"I contacted Ryba by telephone in August he told me that 
his name was then Jerry Bielsky and thus I was able to 

find the testimony he gave in 1947 at the trial of 
concentration camp chief Oswald Pohl (he told me that 
the testimony he gave at the trial of Ernest 
Kaltenbrunner was in closed session only.) 
"The letters column of a daily paper is not the place to 
thrash out historical issues, so I will confine my 
comments to one point. There was indeed long cross 

examination of Bielski by the defence lawyers, but their 

questions had to only do with his identification of 
defendants. In proceeding thus, the lawyers were only 
doing what, in their view, they wre hired to do.  
"It never occurred to these lawyers to probe Bielski on 
things, that for us, cry out for elaboration. For example, 
Bielski testified that "we could always speak with the 

people who were going to be gassed". No lawyer asked 
Bielski the obvious question: Did he tell these Jews what 
was supposedly going to happen to them? Nor were 
there any other questions aimed at elaborations this 
amazing scenario.  
"There exists an inescapable handicap when trying to 

draw historical inferences from trials of individuals: the 
people running such affairs are not, and are not suppose 
to be, interested in history." (signed Arthur Butz) 

PERSONAL DETAILS 
Arthur Butz also wrote of his telephone calls to George 
Ryba, 36 Milroy ave, Wollstonecracft NSW 2065, (02) 
9434-1394. 

I spoke to Ryba 7:25 - 7:40pm (10:30am his time). He 
says his name when he gave testimony against 
Kaltenbrunner and Pohl was jerry Bielski or Jerzy Bielski. 
His defence against Kaltenbrunner was on closed session 
because there was a fear that the "Werewolf" 
organisation would assassinate witnesses. As far as he 
knows, it was never published. I confirmed that I have 

found his earlier name in the list of witnesses in Case 4. 
He says he was arrested later by the Americans for 
refusing to testify in the Krupp case. I told him I was a 
friend of Fred Toben and that I was particularly 

interested to read of aggressive cross examination by 
defence lawyers. I told him that if I could find his 

testimony in the Kaltenbrunner case, I will him know 
where.  

TELEPHONE CALL 11 August 1999, to George Ryba. 
I spoke to Ryba, 7:27 - 7:58pm. I asked him for his date 
of birth and registration number tattooed on his arm, 

telling him only that there may have been two people 
with his name. At first, I did not explain that my problem 
was (10 in his Polh testimony, Jerzy Bielski said he was 
born in April 1941 and had registration number 66423 

and (2) the Auschwitz Chronicle says (p 668) that Jerzy 
Bielski, born 28 March 1921 and arrived at Auschwitz 14 
July 1940 and escaped 21 July 1944. I did not mention 
that the trial testimony was that he was transferred to 
Sachsenhausen in November 1944. 
 Ryba replied that he was born Jerzy Bielski on 14 April 

1921. He had a police registration number 19808 for a 
while after his arrest in 1941, but received number 
66423 when he later arrived at Auschwitz. Bielski 
(pronounced by-el-ET-sky) was another person, involved 
in the resistance, whom he knew. The name Jerzy Bielski 

does not come up very often because he was with Jan 
Mosdorf (Polish fascist) political faction in the resistance. 

The major resistance group involved Polish Army officers, 
who had the support of London. The communist had the 
support of the Soviets. Nobody outside supported 
Mosdorf. After the war, he was a political orphan, since 
he was to some extent a leader of the Mosdorf faction 
after Mosdorf's execution in 1943, and thus suspected of 
being a fascist. (he wasn't). He visited the Auschwitz 

museum once and Kazimierz Smloen told him his name 
was not to be found in the museum records that Smolen 
admitted were incomplete. However the ITS has his file.  
Ryba's recollection is that all of his testimony on gas 
chambers was in the unpublished Kaltenbrunner 
proceedings and that gas chambers did not come up in 

the Pohl testimony (that is not true, but I chose not to 
correct him at the time.) 
Ryba says he never testified to mass murder (that 
doesn't appear to be true). Neither he nor anyone else 
saw anyone gassed: they weren't allowed near enough to 
look through the 'windows'. However, on occasion, he 
'entered when bodies were still around.' 

He hopes I don't attack him personally and he wants 
Fred Toben freed. He said none of Toben's Australian 
friends has spoken to him. He says "I don't believe in 
history". 
11 September I send Ryba a copy of his Pohl trial 
testimony as Jerzy Bielski. 12 Sept 1999, I write him a 
letter, telling him I have also sent a copy of his 

testimony to Faurisson.  
It remains to be seen if Robert Faurisson will take the 
Ryba testimony any further. As more than 50 years has 
passed since the Ryba testimony, it would be hard to 
check many of the details. What sort of testimony will be 
used in Fred Toben's trial? 
WHEN IS A 'RACE HATE CRIME' NOT A 'RACE HATE' 

ACT? 

The answer to the above conundrum appears to be: if its 
done against whites, implied by an e-mail from Deon 
Masker (deonm@earthlink.net) dated Wednesday 6 

October, 1999. Headed "David Duke Demands Hate 
Crime Investigation in Kileen, Texas Killings" and the 
issue is not whether or not to support David Duke, but 
why other politicians have not jumped on this as an anti-

white "Hate crime" and why there is this selective 
treatment, at a time when we are regularly being 

lectured on the terrible "Hate". Could this be anti-white 

https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.osbpk.eepo.com.au/~fortress/evidence.html
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racist vilification and a move towards Black 
Supremacism? 
"New Orleans, Louisiana, October 4, 1999. National white 

civil rights activist David Duke is condemning Kileen, 
Texas prosecutors for refusing to label the grisly 
execution style murder of Todd and Stacie Bagley by four 
black youths as a Hate Crime.  

"Christopher Andre Vialva, 19, Brandon Bernard 18, and 
two juveniles, 17 and 16, were arrested shortly after 
they kidnapped the Bagleys, were forced into the truck of 
their car, after they were approached for a ride, and later 
driven to a remote location from Fort Hood, where they 
were both shot in the head and set on fire." 

"Duke described the crime as 'one of the most horrific 
acts of hatred I have ever heard'.  
"No one could commit such an act of violence against 
two defenceless white Christians without harbouring the 
most vicious hatred in their Hearts" said Duke, in a letter 

to federal prosecutors.  
"This horrible inter-racial crime has gone completely 

unmentioned by the national Media and is yet another 
example of the Media's bias against reporting black on 
white crime" says Duke. Though 90% of interracial 
crimes is black on white (Italics mine - I wonder why this 
is not generally reported - ed).The national medial 
fosters the impression that hate crimes, like the 
nationally known Jasper cases, are exclusively white on 

black. By promoting racial hatred against whites, the 
media is creating what Duke calls "a climate of hatred" 
against whites, which leads to these killings." 
(Italics mine - now I wonder why it keeps escaping 
attention, while we are agonising about emphasis about 
Hate crimes, that most are committed by blacks against 

whites, and the emphasis on whites against blacks 
promotes that Race Hate that we must condemn? How 
curious that this contribution to bigotry and prejudice 
keeps being ignored -ed) 
KENNEWICK MAN AND RISE OF CIVILISATION IN 

AMERICA 

This denigration of the white man, amid screams of 
"white supremacism" which could not possibly (of 
course) be racial vilification of the whites, is seen also in 
the attempt of suppression of evidence that could prove 
that whites were the first race in America, preceding the 

Indians, Eskimos, etc.  
There are several excellent articles on Kennewick Man in 
The Barnes Review, Vlo V, #5, May-June 1999, including 

Who Were the Original Native Americans? By John 
Nugent and Steve McNallen's Indian Folklore Revels 
Evidence of A Vanished Tribe of Caucasoids In North 
America. 

WHITE RACE PRECEDED INDIANS IN AMERICA 

The latter article makes it clear that myths and legends 

spoke of a white race preceding the Indians, known as 
the Sitecah (Si-Ti-Cah), some of whose relics have been 
found. His article presciently makes the observation , 
before the Kennewick remains were found, that the 
"existence of an early, previously unknown Caucasian 
tribe in the Nevada-California region indicates that white 
roots there may be deeper than suspected", (TBR, Vol # 

5, May-June, 1999). 
The discovery of the remains of a Caucasoid skeleton 

near Kennewick in Washington, and dubbed "Kennewick 
Man" created a furore because it was dated over 9,000 
years old, "one of the oldest skeletons ever found in 
North America", and it's build was white, not Indian. This 

spoiled the theory that Indians and Eskimos were the 
oldest inhabitants of American, and because it was 
"politically incorrect", attempts were made to suppress 

the information, culminating in the forced burial of it 
under 2,000 tons of dirt and gravel, making it virtually 
impossible to retrieve. The forced disposal of the remains 
is a political cover up to conceal historic white settlement 

in America is thousands of years old. This is ant-white 
bigotry and attempted destruction of "white Pride" while 
pandering to anti- White Pride.  
Stephen Mc Nellen with Wayne Lutton, in the article 
"Kennewick Man Discovered: Just Who Is 'Indigenous 
Anyway?", in the journal Social Contract, Vol VIII, #4, 

Summer 1998, (Social Contract Press, 316½ East 
Mitchell St, Petosky, MI, 49770, USA) puts the issue very 
clearly: 

WHITES AS INVADERS? 

"Practitioners of "Identity Politics" charges that the 

descendants of the Founders of the American Republic 
have no right to be here, based on the assertion that 
Europeans are "settlers" who invaded the Western 
Hemisphere and took it away from "Native Americans". 

In their view, the US is illegitimate and whites should not 
complain when others move in. Some advocates of this 
position have come right out and said that whites should 
pack their bags and go right back to Europe.  

WHITES ORIGIONAL AMERICAN INHABITANTS? 

"recent discoveries in the field of archaeology have 
raised solid suspicions that Euro-Americans ought to be 
just as "indigenous" to North America as are the Indians" 
(p319). The author, Stephen McNullen, can be contacted 

at PO Box 445, Nevada City, 95959, USA or by e-mail at 

ASATRU@oro.net the Kennewick Man Virtual Interpretive 
Centre is at  
www.tri-cityherald.com/bones 

EUROPHOBIA 

This same issue of the Social Contract have several 
excellent articles on Europhobia, which takes the form of 
hatred and contempt against the white race. The 
introduction by guest editor, John Vinson, aptly heads an 

article: "Europhobia the racism of Anti-Racists" , dealing 
with the paradox that those who scream "racism" are 
"racist" enough to denounce whites if they were the 
embodiment of evil. Since this amounts to trying to 
squeeze whites out of the country they did so much to 
build, it is hardly surprising that some whites protest 
against this usurpation, just as in Australia, where the 

white population is being undermined by Asian and other 
immigration. The catastrophic effect of this on whites is 
being ignored and anyone who objects cops a scream of 
"racism". The writer puts it well: "genuine concern for 
self-preservation hardly adds up to prejudice" (p289, 
ibid). The idea that self preservation cannot be granted 

to whites, but must be granted to all non whites, is so 
obviously racial discrimination that it should require no 
further demonstration.  
The "Social Contract" URL is http://tcspress.com and it's 
e-mail is soccon@freeway.net  
Those who want further evidence on the destructive 
effect of immigration into the United States, should read 

Alien Nation, by Peter Brimlow, New York, Random 
House, 1995.  

BOER WAR RECONSTRUCTED IN BLACK IMAGE 
The attempt to boost the importance of blacks and put 
down of the whites is on again, seen in an article by R.W. 
Johnson (from Johannesburg) in The Australian 11 

mailto:ASATRU@oro.net
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.tri-cityherald.com/bones
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/tcspress.com/
mailto:soccon@freeway.net
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October, 1999, p9, headed "Boer War Began 
Commemoration A Black and White Issue." 
"South Africa began commemorating the centenary of 

the Boer War on the weekend amid accusations the 
(ANC) Government began rewriting history to enhance 
the role of black Africans in the conflict.  
"President Thabo Mbeki, accompanied by the Duke of 

Kent, launched the celebrations on Saturday in the town 
of Brandfort, in the Orange Free State, laying wreaths on 
the graves of Britons, Boers and blacks who died in the 
1899-1902 war.  
"The Deputy Minister of Arts and Culture, Brigitte 
Mabandla, said commemoration was nation building 

through inclusively, promoting reconciliation, presenting 
a balanced picture of the War".  
"Yet the manner in which the ruling African National 
Congress is handling the centenary has raised fears 
among some white academics that historical truth is 

falling victim to political correctness. (emphasis mine - 
ed). 

"For years, the ANC resisted any idea of commemorating 
the war, seeing it as a bitter reminder of an era when 
white man fought one another for control of the country, 
secure in the knowledge that whoever won would rule 
over blacks.  
"It was hardly surprising South Africa's post apartheid 
Government had little sympathy with British Imperialists. 

The ANC had no liking for the Boers either, or all their 
anti-colonial defiance and the tragedy of the 25,000 Boer 
women and children in who died in British Concentration 
camps.  
"Only in 1997, did the ANC relent, after realising that the 
centenary celebrations could become a big international 

event.  
"In a address to Afrikaner rulers this year, Mr Mbeki 
emphasised the Government's reassessment of the 
conflict as one that affected all South Africans. "We know 
about 20,000 blacks died, together with 28,000 whites, 
while 115,000 blacks and 136,000 Afrikaners were held 
in concentration camps" he said.  

"The Ministry of Culture (should that be Ministry of 
Brainwashing?-ed) has set up a panel to correct the 
errors of "previous governments who tried to suppress 
the role and suffering of blacks in the war." Although not 
disputing the suffering of the blacks, historian Charles 
van Onselen, believes the Government has gone too far.  
"It's a classic nationalist rewrite of history" he said. 

(emphasis mine - ed). 
"For other critics, the problem is not just that in military 
terms, the conflict was a white man's war. They say the 
government is merely aping the Afrikaner emphasis on 
concentration camp vicitms.  
"The awkward truth is that most of the black victims 

were initially on the Boer side. By the end of the war, 
about 30,000 had enrolled with the British. "Why not 
focus on them? Asked Irma Filatova, a respected 
historian of the war. (emphasis mine - ed) 

OTHER KINDS OF DENIAL? 

The evidence cited here, in response to outcries of the 
intentionally misleading phase of "Holocaust Denial", 
suggest that there could be traces in other places of 
other forms of Denial, as mentioned in places other than 

Adelaide Institute, of such phenomena as Gulag denial, 
or Gulag Dismissal, Bolshevik Denial, denial of equal 
opportunity to whites and other traces of ant-white bias, 
and formulation of politically correct version of history, 

that exclude white involvement in history, including 
Kennewick Man and the new version of the Boer War, 
that intents to down play white involvement and build up 

black involvement.  
ANTI-GERMANISM 

Anti German racism is seen in such books as Goldhagen's 
Hitler's Willing Executioners, which tries to defame the 
entire German race as being intentionally out to destroy 
all Jews they could get their hands on, even without 

Hitler's "assistance".  
If this were true, all Jews would have been wiped out in 
Germany before Hitler ever game to power! 

ANTI-WHITISM IN AUSTRALIA 

Anti-whitism is just as active in Australia, in terms of 
denigration of the whites by some Aboriginal activists, 
National "Sorry day", denigration of the Anglo-Saxon-
Celtic heritage of the whites and the attempted 
destruction of the constitutional monarchy. So maybe 

things are not quite as one sided as the ANC suggest! 
Think about it! 
Home Page | Top of the Page | About the Adelaide 
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Exterminationist Links | Australian Links | Cutting Edge | 
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FRED TOBEN RELEASED FROM JAIL: TO RETURN 

FOR TRIAL 

Adelaide Institute would like to thank all supporters 

around the world who sent contributions to help Fredrick 
Tobin and pay for his lawyer. There were so many that 
we could not always send receipts, but thanks to this 
support, we paid Dr Bock's fees in full and Fredrick was 
ultimately released.  
In previous Newsletters, we mentioned that Fred Tobin 

and Dr Bock, were concerned that the forthcoming trial 
of Fredrick starting on November 8, 1999, was likely to 
be a "kangaroo court".  
Fredrick talked about the "delikt-offense" (criminal 
offence or delinquency) of discussing the Holocaust and 
that even Dr Bock himself could be in trouble for 
producing hard evidence to suggest that the orthodox 

story of the Holocaust was wrong in anyway, thus in 
effect breaking the Holocaust decrees, which must be 

totally acceptable according to section 130 of the law.  
Some well intentioned people sent some information 
which might be introduced at the trial, but of course it 
was inadmissible under German law if it cast any doubt 
on the Holocaust legend, no matter how well researched 

or factual it might be.  
TRUTH IS NO DEFENCE 

Fredrick himself said, in response to the refusal of the 
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 
(HEROC) to accept factual evidence of his historical views 
that "if truth is no defence, lies flourish".  
Fredrick has also spoken of the "conceptual prison" in 
which the normal brainwashed citizen and the politically 
correct ideology must be in, and how hard it is to break 

out of it.  
To recap part of a letter, sent by Fredrick, cited in 
Newsletter #98-99, p6, Fredrick said, "truth is no 
defence in these (German Court) proceedings, truth is a 

https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/index.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/news98_99.html#TopOfPage
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/about_adin.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/about_adin.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/whats_new.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/links_revisionist.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/links_extermination.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/links_aust.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/cutting_edge.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/views.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/whats_available.html
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moral virtue and where truth is excluded, as in my case, 
lies flourish. Where lies prevail, immoral behaviour rules. 
I cannot participate in such immoral behaviour. Truth will 

not protect me from punishment. Worse still, if I tell the 
truth in court in Mannheim, I make myself liable to more 
punishment. Also, I will most likely cause harm to my 
lawyer, Herr Bock. Staatsanwalt Klien, after all, extracted 

material from Bock's defence of Gunter Deckart, and had 
him before the court in March (1999). Bock was 
convicted because he shared these revisionist theses, 
which is a criminal matter in Germany. This is all witch 
hunt stuff, the inquisition at it's worst".  

DR BOCK IN TROUBLE 

Frederick's defence lawyer, Dr Bock, protested that Klein 
even threatened him with a jail sentence for having 

stated in public as defence counsel, that Dr Toben had 
been wrongfully arrested and imprisoned. Dr Bock had 
been sentenced before to a DM9,000 fine for trying to 

bring a letter of Germany's ex-foreign minister, Hans 
Dietrich Genscher, to the attention of the court in 
defence of his former client, Gunter Deckert. Dr Bock 
was convicted because Genscher stated in his letter: "I 

am also aware of the fact that Auschwitz camp did not 
have gas chambers. The gas chambers were located in 
Birkenau, three kilometers away from Auschwitz…" It 
was politically incorrect of him to say so (and of course, 
even worse for Leuchter to assert that the facilities in 
Auschwitz, Birkenau, and Majdanek, could not have 
functioned as gas chambers - just as well that was not 

mentioned, or things would have been worse).  
Bock has appealed his fine, but the appeal has not yet 
been heard, and it was an unresolved issue at the time of 

the Tobin trail that made him decide on an unusual ploy.  
SILENCE IS GOLDEN? 

Because both the lawyer and his client were aware of the 
fact that they were faced with a "kangaroo court" and 
that anything they said to defend themselves could lead 
to fresh charges, Bock resolved to be "silent as a fish 

under water". Both Bock and his client maintained silence 
while the prosecution presented it's case.  

OUTCOME 

Taking into account that pressures to convict were 
operating on the judge as well, the sentence passed by 
the judge was comparatively lenient, in fact some of us 
feel that it came as an answer to a prayer (skeptics can 
tune out at this point). Nevertheless, the sentence of 10 
months prison, of which 7 months had already been 

served before coming to trial, and 3 months remained to 
serve, was itself much less sever than some would have 
excepted. And in addition, the court allowed "bail" to 
release Fredrick on payment of 6,000 marks (approx 
$A5,000). 
This payment, though enough to pay, was not set at 

astronomically high levels, and Fredrick was bailed out 
by a supporter in Germany the day after the trail 
judgement! He did not even have to serve the three 
months jail! 

KLEIN APPEALS 

Klein, cheated of his prey, immediately lodged an appeal 
against the leniency of Fredrick's sentence, which he 
thought should have been 2 years and 4 months.  

Some of us excepted Fredrick to leave Germany within a 

few days and return to Australia.  
FREDRICK TO STAY UNTIL KLEIN APPEALS 

Fredrick, however, passed a statement initially to The 
Wimmera Mail-Times, which published an article in its 
15th November, 1999, issue headed: "A New Trial For 

Tobin", in which Fredrick announced his intention to stay 
in Europe until the forthcoming trial set by Klein to re-
examine the sentence, to try and clear out any 
"unfinished business" and acting in the full awareness of 

the fact that the decision made during the Klein appeal 
might result in his serving more time in jail: this is the 
risk he takes and it is a path that he chose for himself 
and which he later confirmed by a message sent to 
Australian Associated Press for circulation for the mass 
media in Australia. To try and avoid the issue would be, 

for Fredrick, "running away" and "cowardly", and he also 
appeared to be concerned about possible extradition 
orders ie, that in a "European Union" he could be 
extradited back from other countries to Germany at the 
behest of the German government to stand trial forcibly.  

INTERNET ISSUE DECISION 

One of the key issues of the Toben trial was whether, as 
the German Government insisted, material on the 
Internet became subject to German law because it can 

be downloaded in Germany. An interesting analogy was 
suggested by Bock, that it reminded him of someone 
who advertised German beer on the Internet, then could 
be arrested in Saudi Arabia for promotion of 
drunkenness.  
(How about Miss Piggy being arrested in Middle East 
countries for defying kosher laws and offending Muslim 

and Jewish sensibilities?). 
Surely the Internet is an international medium of 
communication which transcends state boundaries.  

At any rate, Judge Kern decided the prosecutor did not 
prove to his satisfaction that material put on the Internet 
in Australia was subject to German Law. For the 

moment, free speech on the Internet has not been totally 
stifled, but of course the enemies of freedom are working 
on that. The price of liberty is eternal vigilance.  
One bit of good news in the media reports is that some 
newspapers referred to Adelaide Institute as "ultra-
right". This means we are very, very right in what we 
say.  

NATIONAL JOURNAL 

Material from the "National Journal website 

nationaljournal.org/e99/perscutions/tobentrial.htm 
mentions that "anyone who tries to discuss unearthed 
documents with a German prosecutor, which are not in 

line with the politically correct holocaust dogma, will be 
arrested immediately…German persecution machinery 
prosecuted between 1994 and 1998 a total of 26,756 
citizens for expressing politically incorrect opinions".  

"DEMOCRACY AND TOLERANCE" 

"National Journal" also cited Jeremy Jones, as saying that 

"it's encouraging not just to Holocaust survivors, but to 
all people who encourage democracy and tolerance that 
Germany has in place a criminal offence and they are 
willing to use the criminal law to punish people who 
continue the propaganda handiwork of Nazis."  

FREE SPEECH DENIED 

Now, Jeremy, may I suggest that "democracy" and 
"tolerance" include the expression of uncensored free 

speech, even including politically incorrect views and if 

you fancy democracy and tolerance, that you express it 
by allowing dissident views, even if you yourself do not 
agree with them.  

https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/nationaljournal.org/e99/perscutions/tobentrial.htm
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The imposition of such views to stop the "propaganda 
handiwork of Nazis" is an unjustified interpolation of an 
unproved viewpoint. Repeated ad nauseam, it is as false 

as when it was first promulgated.  
UNDERSTANDING HOLOCAUST - PERSECUTION 

BETTER 

Under that heading, National Journal at 
nationaljournal.org/e99/history/holympics.htm goes on 
to outline "cognitive dissonance" suffered by any German 
unfortunate enough to have come upon any evidence 
which contradicts the received version of the Holocaust 

knowing gnawing doubts must not be publicly expressed 
for fear of punishment.  

HELP IS AT HAND: JOYS OF PSYCHIATRY 

"The typical German Good Holocauster finds himself in 
more pain and confusion despite having received some 
basic medical treatment from men in white coats. One 

day, he finds himself standing outside the main entrance 
of Frankfurt University Clinic. A medical student, 
instinctively observing the demented mind of this 

individual, immediately guides him to the Dept. of 
Psychology of Mr Isaac Rosenstein, the leading Holocaust 
Psychiatrist. Mr Rosenstein quickly assesses the 
symptoms and is very prompt in dealing with this ever 
increasing phenomena of the typical Good German 
Holocauster. He makes them lie on a leather couch and 
encourages him to relax…Mr Rosenstein produces from 

his waistcoat a medallion on a long chain. The round, 
golden medallion is engraved with the Star of David. He 
professionally swings it gently back and forth, back and 
forth, as he whispers: "Relax, be content, do not resist, 
just believe….When you come out of your deep sleep, 

you will feel better, totally confident and you will be able 

to participate in the good life once again, as millions of 
other born again Holocausters have experienced." When 
Mr Rosenstein counts to six, the typical German Good 
Holocauster awakes and smiles for the first time in years. 
He exclaims ecstatically: "Hallelujah, I believe, I truly 
believe". Mr Rosenstein, a sensitive being, takes a tissue 
from his pocket and wipes away the tears from the 

corners of his eyes: "Thank God, thank God, I have 
saved another lost Holocaust Soul".  

MR ROSENSTEIN NOT AVAILABLE TO FREDRICK 
It's sad that Mr Rosenstein's services were not available 
to soothe Fredrick's soul. Let's hope they call upon him 
at the Klein appeal - editor. 

TREBLINKA TEST 

One report that could cause 'cognitive dissonance" is an 
email from "paul", reporting on the use of a Ground 

Penetration Machine that scans the earth and shows 
underlying structures. Used at the TREBLINKA site in 
1999, it showed no evidence of the mass graves, 
cremation, bones and ashes which should be there if the 
Exterminationist thesis of mass graves were correct.  

INTERNET CENSORSHIP 

Klein would doubtless like to ensure total censorship of 
the Internet. In Australia, the Alston attempt to censor 
cyberspace could be similar. The welcome news is the 

article headed: "CENSORSHIP REGIME MAY NOT BE 
READY BY DEADLINE" in The Australian, 16/11/99, p.44, 
raises the possibility that the censorship repression may 

not be ready in time: 
"A representative from the Australian Broadcasting 
Authority's four person online content regulation team 

admitted last week that the complicated process of 
setting up the regime was far from complete.  
"Richard Fraser, assistant manager of online services 

content regulation, said the ABA had a long way to go 
before it would be ready to take its first complaint after 
the January 1 deadline. 
"The first all important Internet industry codes of practice 

have not been formally lodged, let alone accepted, and 
the ABA is yet to employ complaints investigators… 
"The code would be lodge soon, he said, but if it was not 
developed by Jan 1, the Online Services Act empowered 
the ABA to determine the standards itself… 
"This is a complaints based scheme - images of ABA staff 

sitting on the Net hunting out porn are wrong".  
"…The priority would be on material of concern that 
people found and had access to." (such as revisionist 
sites? - editor) 
"…Although Australia was portrayed as a bit of an odd 

case of content regulation internationally, he said, the 
scheme built upon the principles that have been 

identified at international level and backed up by 
international research findings he said".  

JEWISH PROFESSOR EXPOSES 'HATE' CULT 

Talking about censorship, if the "goyism" at Adelaide 
Institute were to suggest that there were any "hateful" 
aspects to any Jewish organisation, they might well be 
censored and denounced as "neo-Nazi, racist, anti-
Semitic hate mongering" by the "Love" groups. 
That's why it was remarkable for Adelaide Institute to 

receive an email to that effect from a Jewish professor in 
Canada, a nation notorious for persecuting "goyism" 
considered guilty of "racist, hate" speech, including Ernst 

Zundel, Paul Fromm, Dough Christie, Doug Collins, etc.  
MICHAEL SAMUEL 

The email came from one Michael Samuel, who is a Jew 
and a former Professor of Judaic studies in Concordia 
University, Montreal, Canada, who lives at 6867 Kildare 
Rd, Montreal, Canada H4W ICI, tel (514) 485-4486, 

email: micsamu@total.net and who I can call "Mike".  
He reported that he was opposed to the "Chabad 
Lubavic" cult because it was in breach of Canadian law, 
condemning "racist hate".  
The text of Mike's letter the Justice Minister was as 
follows: (By registered mail, Nov 1, 1999) 

To: The Hon Anne McLennan, 
Justice Department 
284 Wellington Street 

Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada, K1A 0H8 
Dear Minister, 
My name is Michael Samuel. I am a resident of Cote St, 

Luc, Montreal. I need your help to combat a 
fundamentalist religious cult named "Chabad Lubavich". 
This cult: 
1. Teaches a virulent form of racism, specifically that all 
Christians and Muslims are "evil", Satanic creatures who 
are to be considered "dead" rather than living. 
2. Is aggressively missionizing and spreading its hate 

among the unsuspecting Jewish youth of Montreal and 
other Canadian cities. 
3. It's Francophone branch is about to build a new 
religious temple in my neighbourhood with the help of 

close to one million dollars from the provisional 
government of Quebec. (The grant was announced in 

September, 1998 by Premier Lucien Bouchard, through 

https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/nationaljournal.org/e99/history/holympics.htm
mailto:micsamu@total.net
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his minister responsible for Montreal, Robert Perreault 
and the "Fond de Development de la Metropole"). 
It is my contention that Chabad-Lubavich is in blatant 

violation of the Criminal Code of Canada (subsection 
281.2(2)1, which identifies those guilty of the "Wilful 
Promotion of Hatred" as follows: 
"Everyone who, by communicating statements, other 

than in private conversation, wilfully promotes hatred 
against any identifiable group is guilty of an indictable 
offence and is liable to imprisonment for two years, etc" 
I am enclosing the following documents for your 
consideration: 
1. Photocopies taken directly from the sect's own text-

book in their officially sanctioned English Translation; 
2. A basic introduction to the sect's ideology, specifically, 
it's peculiar brand of metaphysics tat validates its racist 
beliefs. 
3. The passage from the criminal code of Canada . cited 

above; 
Please understand that these are not frivolous 

statements. I have a Masters Degree in Judaic studies 
from Concordia University, Montreal. I have taught 
courses in Judaism and Jewish mysticism at three 
Canadian Universities ((Concordia, Queen's and 
Bishop's). I have also studied Hebrew religious literature 
for several years in orthodox Rabbinic seminaries (in 
Montreal and Jerusalem).  

As a concerned parent, and a proud member of the 
Jewish community of Montreal, I cannot afford to remain 
silent while members of the Chabad-Lubavich begins 
construction of its new centre, which will greatly facilitate 
its "outreach" (missionary) program among the 
unsuspecting Jewish youth of my community.  

Yours very truly 
Michael Samuel. 
This makes it clear that "Mike", although a Jew, is 
opposed to racism in his community masquerading as 
"religious piety". His efforts to recruit support from the 
Canadian Government and policy in stamping out Chabad 
racism have at the time of writing had little success, and 

he asked if Adelaide Institute would give the matter 
publicity.  
CHABAD OUTFIT BUILDS NEW TEMPLE WITH GOVT. HELP 

"Mike claims that "in September, 1998, Premier Lucian 
Bouchards of Quebec, promised to help the Jewish sect 
of "Chabad-Lubavich" build its new religious centre in 

Cote St, Luc, Montreal. His minister responisble for 

Montreal, Robert Perreault, said that over $800,000 will 
go to the sect from the "fond de development de la 
Metropole".  
Yet this cult has brazenly published, disseminated, 
taught and promoted the hatred of a great many 
"identifiable groups" (Christians, Muslims and all other 

non Jews) by casting them as subhuman and demonic.  
In the quotations below, taken from their own literature 
and in their own officially sanctioned English translation, 
the members of "Chabad-Lubavich" openly declare that 
Christians and Muslims are all "evil". Why? Because they 
are supposedly created and sustained by the satanic 
forces of the universe (called "kelipot" or shells in their 

jargon).  
Insisting that these satanic "goyism" are all meant to be 

forcibly converted or subjected by the "Messiah", he 
describes the "Chabad-Lubavic cult as "an extremely 
powerful, world wide organisation. Its power has until 
now intimidated the media, who are afraid to expose the 

evidence of racism produced here to the public, lest they 
be accused of anti-Semitism". (hence the importance of 
a Jew exposing it - editor). 

"Mike continues: 
"Chabad-Lubavich preys on your people in search of 
religious identity and meaning. It is aggressively 
missionizing and spreading its religious bigotry around 

the globe, especially on university campuses. Chances 
are, there is a Chabad-Lubavich presence in your city 
already." 
"Here are three typically racist passages taken from the 
basic textbook of Chabad-Lubavich called "Likute 
Amaarin" or "Tanya". It is one of the primary texts used 

in their indoctrination, or "outreach" programs. Please 
note that I am using their own, officially sanctioned 
English translation (Published by their "Kehot Publication 
Society, New York, London, 1973)." 
"In the very first chapter we read: 

"the souls of the nations of the world (ie All Christians, 
Muslims, Buddhists, etc). However, emanated from other 

unclean "kelipot" (evil forces) which contain no good 
whatever" (page5).  
Further on we read: 
"However, the 'Kelipot' (evil forces) are sub divided into 
two grades, one lower than the other. The lower grade 
consists of the three 'kelipot' which are altogether 
unclean and evil, containing no good whatever…from 

them low an derive the souls of all the nations of the 
world (ie all Christians, Muslims etc), and the existence 
of their bodies, and also the soul of all living creatures 
that are unclean and unfit for consumption" (chapter 6, 
page 25).  
"The third passage leaves absolutely no doubt as to their 

racism and religious bigotry: 
"To elucidate still further, it is necessary to clarify the 
meaning of the verse, 'the candle of God is the soul of 
(neshamah) of man'. What it means is that the souls of 
Jews, who are called "man" are by way of illustration, 
like the flame of the candle, whose nature it is always to 
scintillate upwards….Now this is a general principle in the 

whole ream of holiness….This stands in direct contrast to 
the so called 'kelipot' (evil forces) and 'sitra achara' (the 
other, evil side), wherefrom are derived the souls of 
Gentiles…Therefore they (the Gentiles) are called 'dead' 
(Chapter 19, Page 77 and 79)" 
"Mike" has protested to the Canadian Government and 
the Chabad cult.  

Y2K REPRESSIVE LAWS 

The Australian, p24, 16/11/99, headed 'Y2K Disaster Law 

has wide Powers.". mentions that Victorian Premier Steve 
Bracks has imposed emergency legislation that suspends 
part of the Victorian Constitution (no doubt without 
consulting Victorian electors).  
This is a further indication of the anti-democratic 
direction towards greater state control and less personal 

freedom. Bracks is reported to have imposed emergency 
legislation to deal with the alleged "bug" by giving his 
government "power to give directions to any person for 
the purpose of maintaining or resuming essential 
service.".  
"In addition, there will be tough enforcement provisions 
to punish persons or corporations who feel their need to 

be more important than those of their fellow Victorians", 
snarled Transport Minister Peter Batcheor.  
In SA, the supposed bug problems will be handled under 
the Disaster Act.  
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NT did not have any specific plans, according to the 
article.  
WA Premier, Richard court, said any emergency would be 

covered under existing laws.  
Government spokesmen in NSW, Queensland, and 
Tasmania said they were not aware of any plans for 
specific Y2K related legislation.  

The Defence Department's national disaster group, 
Emergency Management Australia, said there was no 
plan to enhance federal disaster law for the computer 
bug.  
Y2K industry project chief executive Graeme Inchley said 
he excepted no major crisis in essential infrastructure.  

If the article is correct, Victorians have more repressive 
laws for the occasion than other States.  

JEW SAYS HITLER BUNKER MUST SURVIVE: 

says The Australian 17/11/99 
Will the Hitler bunke4r survive into the 21st century or 

be blown up? The article claims that a "Jewish historian is 
among a group of academics lobbying the German 
government to reserve the last bolthole of Adolph Hitler 
in the centre of the new Berlin".  

The "historian" is Daniel Goldhagen, author of Hitler's 
Willing Executioners, (disproved by A Nation On Trial 
Jewish writers Norman G Finkelstein and Ruth Bettina 
Birn, New York, Henry Holt & Co, 1998). The article 
claims that Goldhagen recommends that the Hitler 
bunker should be kept by UNESCO as a memorial and a 
Moscow historian believes it should be preserved, while 

others want to destroy it.  
HITLER PAID MILLIONS FOY LOTALITIES 

says Herald-Sun, 17/11/99 

p31, citing two German Historians, Gerd Uberschaer and 
Winfried Vogel, as saying in their book, Serve and Get 
Rich, that Hitler "bought" his generals loyalty with lavish 
"bribes", including land holdings.  
If so, this is nothing new: for centuries rulers have 
ensured the loyalty of their followers by grants of land 

and other favour.  
HISTORY REVISION(ISM?) IN ISRAELI SCHOOLS 

Article in Jewish Chronicle, 3 September 1999, tells us 
that "Israeli school children will learn a new history 
syllabus this year (1999) which will challenge some of 
the core assumptions of earlier generations about the 
country's past.  
"Gone are claims that in the 1948 War of Independence, 
Jewish forces were vastly outnumbered by Arabs, and 

that the Palestinians left the land voluntarily, believing 
their brethren would sweep to victory.  
"Instead, a new, officially approved textbook, by Tel Aviv 
University's Professor Eyal Naveh, teaches that the 
Jewish forces had the military edge in 1948, and that 
Palestinians fled out of fear and, in many cases, were 

expelled by the Zionists.  
"The text book goes further in using the Arabic name for 
the war - the "catastrophe" or "Al Naqba".  
"Earlier books played up the numerical advantages of the 
Arabs, but did not mention that many of the Jews were 
highly motivated and trained soldiers facing poorly led, 
badly trained opponents. 

"Prof. Naveh said that only 10 years ago such an 
approach would have been 'considered taboo. We were 

not mature enough to look at these controversial 
problems.' 
"Although the new textbooks were accepted by the 
Ministry of Education, when it was run by the Right wing 

National Religious Party, some Israelis are unhappy 
about the changes. 
"Author Aharon Megged commented: "Why don't we just 

translate the Palestinians textbooks and be done with it? 
This is…moral suicide that deprives our children of 
everything that allows us to feel proud of Israel." 
DEIR YASSEIN 

Maybe there will be some room in the new approach for 
information on the massacre at Deir Yassein. An e-mail 
from PREA, dated 10/9/99, prea@alphalink.com.au cites 
a letter to Israeli PM Ehud Barak, asking the archives on 
Deir Yassein in the Ministry of Defence to be opened to 
independent researchers and mentions the creation of an 

organisation, Deir Yassein Remembered, to build a 
memorial to Deir Yassein. 

NEW CODOH JOURNAL: 
THE REVIONIST: A JOURNAL OF INDEPENDENT 

THOUGHT.  

Just releases from CODOH is their new journal,  
The Revisionist, from Bradley R Smith, PO Box 

438016, San Diego, California 92143, USA. 
Not too technical, this is just right, as a readable 
introduction to revisionism. The letter from Sam Crowell, 
for example, about "The Gas Chambers of Sherlock 
Holmes" as part of the CODOH site, defines the purpose 
of Sherlock as tracking down where the gas chamber 
sources, and shows its roots in pervasive fears of poison 

gas in the 1930s, coupled with fear of cremation, 
decontamination procedures, a generalised fear of Nazi 
Germany and German technological prowess in weapons 
development.  
Ted O'Keefe writes on a "fake witness to mass murder at 
Belzec": Jan Karski, who wrote false accounts of murder 

at Belzec. Whereas he actually went to another village 40 
miles away.  
In a revisionist response to the US Holocaust Memorial 
Museum - Ted O'Keefe claims that it includes many 
falsified and dubious exhibits.  
Ernest Sommers writes on David Irving and suggests 
that an historian of David Irving's stature has given 

revisionism greater credibility.  
Bradely Smith notes the decline in intellectual freedom 
on the Holocaust matter and decides that when the ADL 
talks about "hate", it decides that anyone who disagrees 
with it must be "hateful" and available for smearing.  
Richard Widmann rejects the comments of Norman 
Finkelstein that limit proper Holocaust scholarship to 

what is historical and multicausal and decides that it 
includes the ahistorical underlying story.  
William Halverson asks when the Holocaust started, 
makes forays into Peter Novick's Holocaust in American 
Life, which debunks some Holocaust myths but without 
condoning revisionism. Nevertheless, he agrees with 

revisionists that Simon Wiesenthal invented the myth of 
6 million Jewish deaths, plus 5 million "goyism" = 11 
million.  
Novick plots a growth in the Holocaust myth as it was 
promoted after the Six-Day War. Novick says that Rabbi 
Wise invented bogus atrocity figures, and occupies a 
semi-revisionist attitude (one example I could mention: 

when Novick queries exaggerated figures of homosexual 
killings under the Third Reich, cited between 250,000 - 1 

million, whereas Novick estimates it as around 5,000. 
The Holocaust in American Life, p223, ed). 

mailto:prea@alphalink.com.au
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Widman also analyses the Simon Wiesenthal ban on the 
sale of Mein Kampf and speaks of the "new McCarthyism" 
of Zionism censorship.  

BOOK REVIEWS 

It includes book reviews of In Defence of History, by 
Richard J Evens; the book, The Gas Chambers of 
Sherlock Holmes, by Sam Crowell; The Founding Myths 
of Israeli Politics, by Roger Garaudy; The Wannsee 
Conference Protocol: Anatomy of Fabrication, by 

Johannes Ney and The "Gas Chambers" of Majdanek, by 
Carlo Mattogno. 

THAT'S ALL FOLKS! 

This is the last Newsletter for 1999, and may be the last 
Newsletter issued, as Fredrick wants us to concentrate 
more on the Internet website. It's been a journey: 
thanks for travelling with us. Have a great New Year, and 
don't let the Millennium Bug bite.  

Something Extra to think about 

Webmaster Note here: If the Internet Content Control 
Bill (normally referred to as the Internet Censorship Bill) 

is passed in it's current format, no Australian will be 

allowed to view or access the site IF it is banned (it is 
still not known if the site will be banned) and has to 
move offshore. Not only will it not be allowed to be 

hosted in Australia, but the content will be "filtered out" 
(in other words - you will get a 404 error, and in the 
future a monitoring body may be notified of attempts to 
connect to illegal sites) when any Australian tries to 

access the site, any ISP who allows access to the site 
faces severe legal action. I advise all Australian members 
to follow carefully the Internet Content Control Bill as it 
passes through parliament. There will be no restrictions 
on sending items such as the Newsletter via email. 
Home Page | Top of the Page | About the Adelaide 

Institute | What's New | Newsletters | Revisionist Links| 
Exterminationist Links | Australian Links | Cutting Edge | 
Views and Discussions | What's Available  

(c) 1999 Adelaide Institute 

https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/h

ttp://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/new

s98_99.html  

__________________________________ 
Philip Nitschke accused of moving into uncharted 

territory 
Updated Thu 3 Jul 2014, 7:29pm AEST 
He's lauded by some as a hero to the sick and the 
suffering who have been campaigning for the right to die. 
But where does euthanasia advocate Doctor Philip 
Nitschke draw the line? Friends of a Perth man who took 
a euthanasia drug to commit suicide say Dr Nitschke 
communicated with the man despite knowing he was not 
terminally ill or elderly. They say the medical doctor has 
moved into uncharted territory. 

Transcript 
MARK COLVIN: He's lauded by some as a hero to the 

sick and the suffering who's been campaigning for the 
right to die. 
But where does euthanasia advocate Dr Philip Nitschke 
draw the line? 
Friends of a Perth man who took a euthanasia drug to 
commit suicide say Dr Nitschke communicated with the 

man despite knowing he was neither terminally ill, nor 
elderly. 
They say the medical doctor has moved into uncharted 
territory. 
Caitlyn Gribbin has this exclusive report. 
FRIENDS: Do you want white tea? 

CAITLYN GRIBBIN: Kerry and Trish O'Neil were like 

family to Nigel Brayley. 
TRISH O'NEIL: At one stage he told me that I was his 
Clayton's mum - the mum you have when you don't have 
one. 
CAITLYN GRIBBIN: Under the O'Neil's guidance, Nigel 
Brayley appeared to flourish. He successfully pursued a 
career in the oil and gas industry. 

But it was his mental health that worried Kerry and Trish. 
Nigel's wife Lina Brayley had died at a local quarry in 
2011, and first it was thought to be accident. 
KERRY O'NEIL: The last eight, nine months of his life 
were quite horrendous for him. 
CAITLYN GRIBBIN: Last year, the case was upgraded 

to a murder inquiry, and Nigel believed he was a suspect, 

although police never named him publicly. 
Nigel told Kerry and Trish the investigation, and recent 
loss of his job, had made him depressed. 

In May, Nigel committed suicide by taking the euthanasia 
drug of choice, Nembutal, which he imported illegally. 
Kerry O'Neil wanted answers, and went to Nigel's new 
wife, Yari. 
KERRY O'NEIL: So I asked Yari if I could just have a 

look through his computer, looking at recent emails. 
What did particularly horrify me was that there had been 
an exchange of emails between himself and Dr Philip 
Nitschke, the euthanasia advocate. 

CAITLYN GRIBBIN: Doctor Nitschke says he spoke with 
Nigel. 
PHILIP NITSCHKE: We had a lot of communication with 

Nigel. I mean, he'd been in touch with us for a while, 
he'd joined the organisation. When I went over to Perth 
to run a workshop, he came along to the workshop. I had 
a talk to him. 
CAITLYN GRIBBIN: In the emails between the two 
men, Kerry discovered the specifics of Nigel's plan. 

KERRY O'NEIL: Nigel was very explicit in replying to 
Philip Nitschke that he was going to take his life within 
the next fortnight. 
Also, that he was not a terminally ill person in any way, 
that he was presumably fit and healthy, but just going 
through a flat period in the previous nine months of his 

life, like many people do. 

CAITLYN GRIBBIN: (To Philip Nitschke) Doctor, Nigel 
Brayley's family have given us some emails where the 
two of you were corresponding. 
In that, Nigel Brayley tells you that he is 45 years old, he 
says he is not terminally ill, and that he plans to take his 
life in two weeks. 
PHILIP NITSCHKE: Where does he say that? 

CAITLYN GRIBBIN: On the second page. 
PHILIP NITSCHKE: Ah, when he says he plans to take 
his life in two weeks, yes. And what did we say? 
CAITLYN GRIBBIN: Did you try to stop him, did you 
communicate with him that perhaps he should seek some 
sort of counselling? 

PHILIP NITSCHKE: No. Look, if a person comes along 

and says to me that they've made a rational decision to 
end their life in two weeks, I don't go along and say, 
"Oh, have you made a rational decision? Do you think 

https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/index.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/news100.html#TopOfPage
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/about_adin.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/about_adin.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/whats_new.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/links_revisionist.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/links_extermination.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/links_aust.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/cutting_edge.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/views.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112009/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/whats_available.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/news98_99.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/news98_99.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20000915112002/http:/www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/news98_99.html
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-07-03/philip-nitschke-accused-of-moving-into-unchartered/5570378
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you better think about it? Why don't you go off and have 
a counsellor come along and talk to you?" 
We don't do that. 

CAITLYN GRIBBIN: Why not if they are suicidal and 
depressed? 
PHILIP NITSCHKE: Well okay, were they depressed? 
CAITLYN GRIBBIN: He says that he's suffering, he says 

he's not terminally ill. 
PHILIP NITSCHKE: He said he's suffering. But just 
show, let's have a close look at this, show me where he 
says he's suffering. 
CAITLYN GRIBBIN: Yes, in the second page. 
PHILIP NITSCHKE: Okay, let's have a look at it. 

CAITLYN GRIBBIN: In that paragraph, Nigel Brayley 
says "I don't honestly fit neatly under Exit's charter of 
supporting a terminal medical illness. However I am 
suffering and have been now for some nine months". 
PHILIP NITSCHKE: Yeah, no, that's okay. 

Yeah, I remember that letter, and it's quite a detailed, 
insightful letter and I think that, again - and I don't know 

what you're suggesting I should do. 
When he says he's suffering, that I should come along 
and say "Oh well, no, I'm not going to give you the 
information because you might use it". 
If a person is so depressed that they are lost capacity, 
they can't articulate anything. The fact that he was so 
insightful in his decision to make this choice indicates to 

me that he was indeed a person who had not lost 
capacity. 
I'm not saying he wasn't depressed, but was he so 
depressed that we should constrain him? Should we have 
certified him? Should we have put him into a psychiatric 
institution? Should we have restricted him in some way? 

Of course not. He was not at that level of depression, 
and people like that should not have their freedom 
curtailed. 
The point was that he came along, and he gives a very 
good account for himself. 
And if a 45-year-old comes to a rational decision to end 
his life, researches it in the way he does meticulously, 

and decides that now is the time of life, now is the time I 
wish to end my life, they should be supported, and we 
did support him in that. 
NICK WATERMAN: It's where Joe used to come and sit, 
mind you he was always around the other side of the 
tree, but... 

CAITLYN GRIBBIN: On Victoria's Mornington Peninsula, 
Mary and Nick Waterman are preparing for a life without 
their son Joe, who also committed suicide by taking 

Nembutal. 
Joe ordered Dr Nitschke's co-authored The Peaceful Pill 
Handbook, which claims to be the leading authority on 
assisted suicide and voluntary euthanasia for elderly or 

seriously ill adults. 
Mary Waterman is angry because Joe was just 25 years 
old. 
MARY WATERMAN: Yeah, I was quite angry that it was 
just so easy for him to access. 
CAITLYN GRIBBIN: Joe was granted that access after a 

simply ticking a box to confirm he was over the age of 
50. 
PHILIP NITSCHKE: Well, he's obviously a liar because, 
straight away, the book is not made available to people 
unless they're 50 years of age or more unless there's 

special circumstances. 
So, I guess if he wants to tell us those lies, and accesses 

the book, and then misuses it, I guess we can't always 
be able to protect against that and it's a tragedy. 
MARY WATERMAN: Yeah, he's a liar. Joe was a liar. But 
of course you're going to lie if you want to get 
something, if you're suicidal and you want to get 
something that's going to help you to die peacefully. 
CAITLYN GRIBBIN: Mary Waterman wants answers, 

which she thinks needs to come in the form of a 
coroner's inquest. 
And Nigel Brayley's friend Kerry O'Neil agrees something 
has to change. 
He believes Philip Nitschke's organisation has moved into 
unchartered territory. 

KERRY O'NEIL: I think most people would assume their 
role is quite clearly for people who are terminally ill, 
suffering, you know, reaching the end of their life. 
They're really in that situation where life has become 
intolerable in a physical sense. Not for people that are 
just simply going through a down period in their life. 
Everyone goes through a down periods in their life. 

MARK COLVIN: Kerry O'Neil ending Caitlyn Gribbin's 
report. 
You'll see more on that story on 7.30 on ABC TV tonight. 
People seeking support and information about suicide can 
contact Lifeline on 13 11 14. 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-07-03/philip-
nitschke-accused-of-moving-into-unchartered/5570378  

_____________________________________________________________  

 
Voluntary euthanasia is everyone’s right - so why 

don’t politicians support campaigners such as Dr 

Philip Nitschke? 
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/opinion/lainie-
anderson-voluntary-euthanasia-is-everyones-right-so-
why-dont-politicians-support-campaigners-such-as-dr-
philipnitschke/storyfni6unxq1226969777903?nk=f50d59
3fbe159c6a2481b26d87adbe0d 
By Lainie Anderson 
June 28, 2014 

Two Melbourne women recently took their own lives in a suicide 
pact. One was 75 and suffering from the onset of Alzheimer’s 
disease. The other was 66 and completely healthy. 
So why did both women choose to die? 
Well, there are two reasons. 
The first is that politicians in this country are either pathetic or 
totally unrepresentative when it comes to voluntary euthanasia 
and, despite overwhelming community support, will not legislate 
to allow terminally ill people to die with dignity. 
The second reason is that some elderly Australians are opting to 
die on their own terms anyway. 
And loved ones or medical specialists who help them to achieve 
their wishes then face between five years and life imprisonment 
for assisting suicide (depending on the state or territory). 
In a letter circulated after the deaths of the two women, the 66-
year-old said she’d chosen to die rather than “undergo the 
harassment and disgrace of a prosecution” if she’d assisted her 
best friend’s suicide. 
Such a sad story. Almost as tragic as the tale of 81-year-old 
Herbert Erickson, who drowned himself on a Perth beach in 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-07-03/philip-nitschke-accused-of-moving-into-unchartered/5570378
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2012, after pleading guilty to the murder of his disabled de facto 
wife in a failed mercy suicide pact. 
Fast forward to Canberra this week, where Greens senator 
Richard Di Natale introduced a draft Bill as the first step of a 
new national campaign to legalise voluntary euthanasia. 
Under the Bill, the right to die will be granted to terminally ill 
patients who’ve seen two doctors and received a psychiatric 
assessment. 
“The public is way out in front of politicians on this issue,” 
Senator Di Natale says. “The Bill won’t succeed if it’s seen as 
partisan but I’ve already been really surprised by the support 
across parties.” 
WA Labor MP Alannah MacTiernan has co-sponsored the Bill, 
which will now be considered by a Senate inquiry while Senator 
Di Natale slowly works to achieve bipartisan support and a vital 
conscience vote for all MPs. 
Interestingly, two of the terminally ill Australians who travelled 
to Canberra for Senator Di Natale’s launch spoke openly to 
media about having their own death plans in place – 
emboldened by advocacy groups such as Exit International 
which provides information on how to die. 
Surely it’s not lost on politicians that Australians are increasingly 
giving a middle finger salute to their pontificating and 
procrastination. 
Pro-euthanasia campaigner Dr Philip Nitschke says his Exit 
International workshops regularly attract hundreds of people – 
all over 50 and with an average age of 75. 
He also estimates that more than 1000 senior Australians have 
either imported the lethal (and illegal) drug Nembutal or 
purchased gas cylinder equipment for peace of mind that they 
can one day die on their own terms. 
In effect, senior Australians are increasingly saying that 
politicians are irrelevant – which would be quite funny if the 
stories we hear weren’t so sad, and if law-abiding elderly 
Australians didn’t have to become skulking criminals to achieve 
the death of their own choosing. 
In the conservative French-Canadian state of Quebec early this 
month, a bipartisan Bill in support of voluntary euthanasia was 
voted into law by an overwhelming majority. 
Instead of putting the controversial topic in the too-hard basket, 
or using the issue as a divisive political football, all parties 
worked together for two years to research the legislation. 

All politicians in Quebec’s National Assembly were allowed a 
conscience vote and 81 percent voted in favour. 
That’s the sort of result we could expect to achieve in Australia if 
politicians were representative of the public they serve and 
voted in line with popular support for reform which, for years, 
has been more than 70 per cent. 
It can be done. I live in hope. 

 
Lynn Afotey-Otu pleads guilty to importing euthanasia 
drug Pentobarbital - 26Jun14 

  

Lynn Afotey-Otu pleads guilty to importing euthanasia 
drug Pentobarbital 
http://www.couriermail.com.au/news/queensland/lynn-
afoteyotu-pleads-guilty-to-importing-euthanasia-drug-
pentobarbital/story-fnihsrf2-1226967472265 
By Thomas Chamberlin 
June 26, 2014 
A CHILDCARE director of the year has been placed on 
probation after pleading guilty to importing lethal drugs 
promoted for euthanasia in the first known case of its 
kind in Queensland. 
Lynn Afotey-Otu was sentenced in Pine Rivers Magistrates Court 
after bringing forward her appearance date for importing the 
border-controlled drug Pentobarbital, branded Nembutal. 

The drug is a sedative and anaesthetic but euthanasia advocate 
Exit Australia director Dr Philip Nitschke has promoted Nembutal 
as the best and most peaceful way to end a life. 
Ms Afotey-Otu, 61, twice awarded the Queensland Early 
Childhood Director of the Year in the Australian Family Early 
Education Care Awards, was charged in May after Customs 
officials seized vials of the drug in the mail which had been 
ordered online. 
Nembutal is commonly sold in Mexico for about $500. 
Appearing in court as Lynn Denise McGuinness, the Dayboro 
woman was placed on a two-year good behaviour bond and 12 
months’ probation. No conviction was recorded. 
She was originally meant to appear in court today. 
When contacted by The Courier Mail she declined to comment 
about the matter. 
Dr Nitschke said it was positive the courts had dealt with the 
case in a “measured, compassionate and humane way”. 
“On the other hand the whole business of having police 
involvement has still sent a chill across the elderly folk of the 
nation,” he said. 
“These are people who have generally not being law breakers, 
this is their first crime and they are carrying it out in their 
elderly years. 
“That’s why the law in the current state is not very satisfactory.” 
Dr Nitschke said there had been a number of people who had 
their drugs intercepted in the past but not any court cases for 
people importing the drug into Australia by mail. 
Queensland Teacher Merin Nielsen, 50, was the first in the state 
to be convicted of aiding a suicide after he travelled to Mexico 
and bought Nembutal for friend Frank Ward, 76, who died in 
2009. 
In 2012 he was sentenced to six months’ jail. 

 
MEDIA: Terminally Ill Activists to lobby Canberra for 
Euthanasia law change 
MEDIA RELEASE 
Terminally Ill Activists lobby Canberra for euthanasia law 
change 
Exit Member and leukemia sufferer Cath Ringwood will travel to 
Canberra on Tuesday 24th to lobby politicians on the need for 
euthanasia law reform. She will meet with Shadow Health 
Minister Hon Catherine King and also hopes to speak about the 

urgent need for legislative change to her member Shadow 
Families’ Minister Hon Jenny Macklin. 
She will be joined in Canberra by cancer sufferers SA Exit 
member Max Bromson and Melbourne man Peter Short and the 
three will met with Green’s Health spokesperson Sen Richard Di 
Natale 
Exit International director Dr Philip Nitschke said that it was 
amazing that people so ill we're prepared to spend some of their 
remaining time making such a difficult journey. 
"All three know they have little time left, and that any change to 
the law on voluntary euthanasia will come too late to be of any 
benefit to them, but they feel so strongly about this. 
"Max has said that having to watch Abbott government Social 
Services Minister Kevin Andrews on television, knowing the 
pivotal role he played back in 1996 in overturning the world's 
first euthanasia legislation was particularly galling”. 
Dr Nitschke said that both Cath and Max had put in place their 
own end of life option by obtaining the premier euthanasia drug 
Nembutal through the Exit Buyers Club. 
 
For Information: 
Cath Ringwood. 0409-007-142 
Max Bromson.   0419-819-187 
Philip Nitschke. 0407-189-339 
END.   23rd  June  2014               
contact@exitinternational.net  

________________________________________ 
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Europe’s Deepest Debt 
The Opinion Pages | Op-Ed Columnist, AUGUST 10, 2015 

 
Roger Cohen  

From time to time I am reminded of all that Europe lost. It can 
happen in the most unlikely places, like in San Diego for 
example. 
I was sitting the other day with a friend named Bonnie Richins. 
She told me that, as children, she and her sister were not 
allowed to wear striped clothes. They reminded her father, Kurt 
Lorig, of the pajama-like attire the Nazis forced him to wear in 
Auschwitz. 
Kurt was born a German Jew. Unlike most of his family, he 
survived the Holocaust, became an American, settled in 
California and built a business in outdoor furniture. He always 
drove an American car. In the 1950s he would sometimes 
amuse himself by trying to force German-made Volkswagen 
Beetles off the road — or almost. 
Shortly after he arrived in the United States, Kurt and his 
girlfriend eloped to Tijuana. The marriage lasted over 50 years. 
It was punctuated by a separation. During that time Bonnie’s 
sister, who was bipolar, died on an L.A. freeway. She had pulled 

over. Her car was still running. She had wandered into the road. 
Like many survivors, Kurt did not speak of what had happened 
in Europe. What had happened was unspeakable. Auschwitz left 
no words. It overwhelmed the lexicon of the hitherto. 
About 36.5 million Europeans died between 1939 and 1945 from 
war-related causes, over half of them civilians, some six million 
of them Jews targeted for extermination by the Third Reich and 
its accomplices from Vichy to Vilnius. As the late Tony Judt 
observed in “Postwar,” his magisterial history of Europe since 
1945, “No other conflict in recorded history killed so many 
people in so short a time.” 
This was the culmination of the 31-year European suicide that 
began in 1914. Europe lay in ruins. Millions of stunned refugees 
wandered among the charred vestiges of what had once been 
called European civilization. Borders were redrawn, whole 
populations moved like pawns on some diabolical chessboard, 
Germany cut in two and, at Yalta, Europe east of the Elbe ceded 
to Stalin’s totalitarian empire. 
Europe had lost not only Kurt. It had lost almost everything. It 
had lost half itself. It had lost much of the mingling of which it 
was composed. In Germany at the end of the war, 21,450 of the 
country’s 600,000 Jews remained. This, for a long time, Europe 
chose not to recall in any detail. It had also lost its memory. 
America, which had helped liberate Europe, inherited not only 
wounded young souls like Kurt who would live out their lives 
without ever quite being able to explain how they got to where 
they were. It had inherited the earth. 
At this moment of European crisis, of European uncertainty, of 
potential European fracture, I always try to recall the road 
traveled since 1945. It is the least of considerations toward 
those 36.5 million dead of seven decades ago. It is the only way 
I know to assess the European achievement — the vast 
accumulation of interlinking accords the French call the 
European acquis — at its true value. 
It also seems to me impossible to consider any of Europe’s 
current dilemmas — from the uses of German power, to Vladimir 
Putin’s new threat, to the fate of desperate refugees, to the 
survival of Europe’s common currency — without this reference 
point. 
There is the euro. Then there is war and peace and that other 
kind of debt. 
In “Reunion,” Fred Uhlman’s extraordinary novella exploring the 
Jewish loss of Germany, the teenage protagonist Hans Schwarz 
muses on his condition as Hitler rises to power: “All I knew then 

was that this was my country, my home, without a beginning 
and without an end, and that to be Jewish was fundamentally no 
more significant than to be born with dark hair and not with red. 
Foremost we were Swabians, then Germans and then Jews. How 
else could I feel?” His father, a doctor twice wounded in World 
War I, is convinced the rise of the Nazis “is a temporary illness.” 
The proud physician lambasts a Zionist who is trying to raise 
funds for a modern state of Israel: “Do you really believe the 
compatriots of Goethe and Schiller, Kant and Beethoven will fall 
for this rubbish? How dare you insult the memory of twelve 
thousand Jews who died for our country? Für unsere Heimat?” 
This book, with one of literature’s most shattering final 
sentences, is a reminder of the German Jewish devotion to the 
Heimat that was as fervent as it proved misplaced. Jews 
departed or went to their deaths. A few, like Kurt Lurig, came 
back from the camps. 
In 2005, a decade after President Jacques Chirac broke a long 
taboo by acknowledging France’s role in the extermination of 
European Jews, Jean-Pierre Raffarin, then the French prime 

minister, declared on a visit to Israel that France was thereby 
“bound forever by the debt she has incurred.” 
Germany’s debt to Europe can never be repaid. It is the real and 
deepest one. 

Jag los altos ca 5 minutes ago 
It is past time that the US confront its own dark history before 
slewing darts at other nations who have engaged in acts of 
brutality, perhaps beginning with genocide of our native Indians 
who were constantly vilified as savages in Hollywood Westerns. 
We have stolen their land and decimated their beautiful culture; 
It is no surprise that their young are ending their lives in such 
large numbers. We have constantly meddled in other countries 
domestic affairs overthrowing and replacing popular leaders with 
US puppets who have tortured and killed dissidents, treating the 
world in Cohn’s world ‘like some diabolical chessboard”. 
Remember our overthrow of Iran’s democratic leader Prime 
Minister Mohammad Mosaddegh in 1953 which has radicalized 
the Shias? Our support for the maniacal General Yaya Khan of 
Pakistan which resulted in the genocide of the Bengalis; our 
unconditional support for Israel who have stolen land from the 
indigenous Palestinians; 3-6 million killed in Vietnam, Laos & 
Cambodia, still suffering multi-generational birth defects from 
Agent Orange. The US orchestrated the 1965 genocide in 
Indonesia that left between 1 to 3 million people dead. The glass 
encased US seems content at throwing stones at other nations 
shortcomings instead of getting our own house in order. 

-------------------------- 
Fredrick Toben Adelaide Australia 1 day ago 

At last here is a comment that rests on factual 
information and not on puffery as Mr Cohen's deliberately 

deceptive item. When he talks about liberation, then he 
should also mention what role TALMUD plays in fuelling 
the death dialectic of them-us, and in enslaving non-Jews 
to the particulars of Judaism. 
Anyone with an ounce of cherished free expression must 

inevitably see the WWI and WWII tragedy from the 
viewpoint that it was a liberation struggle against 
Talmudic-Communism and "freedom-democracy 
predatory capitalism, where civilizing values whither on 
the vine. Ask yourself the question: Why did the Allies 
soldiers pillage and rape while the Axis powers had their 
soldiers shot if they behaved like that! 

Go back to basic school, Mr Cohen, and balance the story 
with real facts and not just with your fancy musings. Oh, 
and it does not help to pull out the "Nazi" card, or the 

"antisemitism" decoy, or even think about the “racist" 
tag. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/11/opinion/roger-
cohen-europes-deepest-debt.htm  

http://www.nytimes.com/pages/opinion/index.html
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http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/11/opinion/roger-cohen-europes-deepest-debt.html#permid=15750201
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Annette Wagner:  

The Nazi spy who may have used ABC radio to send encoded 

messages before WWII 
By Matthew Bevan , 702 ABC Sydney 

 
Photo: Annette Wagner was considered a fashion expert 

in her time. (Australian Women's Weekly)  

Listeners to ABC Radio regularly hear correspondents 

and experts discuss all sorts of different topics, but in the 
late 1930s there was one commentator who was a little 
bit different. 
Annette Wagner was a world traveller, a fashion expert, 
a media identity on the ABC and commercial radio in 
1938 and 1939 — and a Nazi spy. 

"We don't quite know who she was," Sydney historian 
Greg Clancy told Linda Mottram on 702 ABC Sydney. 
"She was born in Switzerland, she grew up in England, 
she married a Frenchman, and she came to Australia in 
1938, ostensibly to recover from a medical condition." 

Though she was in Australia for less than two years, she 
quickly built a media profile featuring on 2NC (now 1233 

ABC Newcastle) offering listeners fashion advice and 
travel tips. 
"She was very well travelled, well educated and 
intelligent," Mr Clancy said. 
Ms Wagner first lived in Cockle Creek, in the western 
suburbs of Newcastle, before she started staying in 
Mosman and appearing on Sydney radio 2BL (now 702 

ABC Sydney) and 2GB. 
Mr Clancy's research shows that, in addition to arranging 
meetings with Nazi sympathisers through her programs, 
Ms Wagner may also have embedded encoded messages 
in the broadcasts. 
"When she commenced her program, she would read out 

phoney cables from Paris, in French," Mr Clancy said. 
"This was a strange thing to do considering most people 
couldn't speak French, but it was suspected that she 

might have been slipping little messages into the 
French." 
While this practice was certainly unusual, it was not 
technically illegal as it was before World War II had 
broken out. 
"She did a spy flight over Newcastle Harbour and took 
accurate aerial photography of the port and the militarily 

significant BHP steelworks, but it wasn't strictly illegal," 
Mr Clancy said. 
Mr Clancy's uncle was the unwitting pilot of that spy 
flight. 

"I believe the intention for her was to establish herself as 
an identity, and to continue her work once the war 

started," he said. 
Ms Wagner had, however, already attracted the attention 
of Australian military intelligence. 
"She was a little too keen on watching military exercises, 
so they opened a security file on her and kept her under 
24-hour surveillance at times," Mr Clancy said. 
"When the war started all non-citizens were taken off the 

radio, for obvious security reasons. 
"She was furious ... so she set about trying to get herself 
back on the radio, arguing that she was born in neutral 
Switzerland and was married to a Frenchman and 
therefore was not a threat." 
However, security services had more than enough 

intelligence on her to keep her off-air. 

Ms Wagner left Australia in January 1940, eventually 
returning to France where she worked for Nazi 
intelligence. 
She was arrested by French police in 1946.  
During an interrogation at Paris police headquarters, Ms 
Wagner jumped to her death from a third-storey window. 

Mr Clancy has published a book about Ms Wagner, titled 
Hitler's Lost Spy: The True Story of a Female Spy in 
Australia. 
 

 
Photo: 2BL (now 702 ABC Sydney) Outside Broadcast 

van, 1934 (Australian Broadcasting Corporation)  

 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-08-11/annette-

wagner-sydneys-most-famous-nazi-spy/6685996 
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